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IHf ROOIJCTION

Durino the past few years, savinoa has been much aore in the
public mind.

The public 11 constantly beino told ho. to invest, earn and

save and h01r to aake the best use of money. There are many reasons for
people savinQ, some save aoainst the time of eeergency, in their own life
and those dependent upon them, for education, for vacations, for invest•ent and for purchases of hoaes and other conswners.
The writer atteapts to discuss the keen c011petition bet•een 1avings
institutions, revealinQ their efforts to attract and retain depositors.
It is not the purpose of this study to determine •hich saving institution
la hlohest in excellence, but only to relate benefits offered as COllpared
with other C04Dpetitive savinos institutions.
The keen competition between savings institutions in the United
States reflects the Aaerican concept of "Free Enterprise." Through vigorous
COIDpetition bet•een these institutions, the public can best be benefited.
If an institution is to attract and oain na depositors, its benefits
should excell its c011petitors. There are no savings institutions that offer
all the benefits.

Where some benefits are lacking as c011pared with another

institution, adjusuients are qde.

A careful observation reveals that

these savings institutions appeal to the needs of people of various econoaic
classes and age level s .
These institution• have emerged paralled to the economic trends
of America.

Regulations are designed to insure and give more security to
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the depositor, which also installs more faith in these institutions.

This

in itself stimulates the continuous circulation of money in which the de•
positor and savinQs institutions are benefited.
Recognition has been given to the qrowinq c011ple•ity of the many
financial decisions •hich the financial institutions encounter. To understand why the financial environaent has only recently becoae intensely competitive, it is necessary to take a brief look at the economic scene at the
close of World War II .
The post war beoinninq of demand for capital and consumer goods
were of an unprecendented size.

During the 19301, fn people and business

fircns could afford what they wanted• while during the war year1, these goods
were obtainable.

When the war ended, the floodgates of demand were opened.

and with this intense demand for ooods and service, came 1trong demands for
credit aec01111ondation.
The financial institutions were up to meet these credit demands.
The banks and the savinqs associations •ere highly liquid, as they had built
up large holdings of Goverrunent obligations during the war years.

Because

the monetary authorities were supportinq the Goverruaent bond market, the
financial institutions could obtain much of the funds needed to meet loan
demands by selling off GoverMent obligations, with the assurance that they
would not have to take a loss of any consequence on the tranaaction. The
result was that the financial institutions had all the business they could
handle, and each worked at meeting the demands for the service it knew beat.
The cOMercial banks specialized in ••etinq the demands for business
loans and consuaer credit, while the savings banks and savings and loan
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alsociations went after the saver's dollar and placed the vast bulk of their
available funds in home mortgages. Growth in deposit and savings shares
volwne and in profitability was the rule for most financial institutions
in these years 1.mmediately following World War II.
Slowly the conditions changed. The Federal Reserve reqained its
independence in 1951, and it heg~n to make credit somewhat finner to avoid
further inflation in the nation.

Meanwhile, with the demands for goods and

services still huge, more and more competition developed for the savings
funds available for investment.
The constant increase in prices in the United States made stocks
attractive both as an inflation barrier and as a road to capital gains.

To

the •~tent that purchases of stocks and mutual funds simply move money from
the buyer of stocks to th• seller, these instruments are not a competitor
for savings but simply change their ownership. The laroe volume of netw
issues sold in the 1950s, however, did attract funds that otherwise probably
would have gone into savings institutions.
Similarly, new fi~ed income securities also attracted funds
directly into the bond market that formerly would have oone into financial
institutions to be invested by them. With hiqher interest rates on banks
resulting from both anti-inflationary firm money and the need to protect
the nation's gold supplies from being depleted as a result of the balance
of payments deficits, more investors found it worthwhile to place their
savings directly in bond market. Then, the credit union movement started
to grow through the replacement of volunteer officials by professional
management. This resulted in making the credit unions more aQQressive as
a competitor for the savings of their members.
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A .ord should be said about the organization of the material. There
are six chapters that constitute this paper. They are factors influencing
savings, co111111ercial banks, credit unions, postal savings• savings and loan
associations and mutual savings banks. The discussion in each chapter is
similar.

Savings is the central subject throughout the paper.

CHAPTER I
FACTOOS INFLUENCING SAVINGS

Today, we have more people savings than at any other period of
our history. They place their money in different forms in different kinds
of financial institutions to earn savings for them.

In any event, ~her~ver

one puts his money today, he will be receiving a better return than has
been available before. This should be an incentive to save, which. as
everyone knows, is difficult at any time.
The accumulat\on of capital is a slow and painful process, and
both its accUllulation and its maintenance after beinQ accumulated requl.e
sacrifice and self-denial .

To maintain capital is easier than to accumulate

it in the first place. Once the worker has the capital ~1th ~hich to operate,
his output is qreater and it invol ves less sacrifice to set aside enough of
the daily output to replace the capital when it is worn out than the sacrifice involved in the oriqinal savinq.

As industry is ncn. orqanized, peopl e

must spend for conswner' s goods less than they earn, and invest part of
their income in productive enterprise. The business man does this when he
uses part of his profits to expand his business, increasing the size of his
factory or store building, buyinQ more ra~ materials and machinery, and the
like .

The salaried man or the waqe• earner does this when he puts part of

his money income in the savings bank or buys stocks and bonds with it.
When he does this, his savinqs directly or indirectl y find their way into
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the hands of business men to be used for business purposes.

Those who save

and invest contribute to the welfare of others as well as to their own.
The savings which add to the social capital equipment are those
which are invested.
less.

Mere hoardinQ of money by the individual is meaning-

Investment means to embody savings in some for11 or other that will

yield money as income or profit.

It aay be taken by the individual himself,

as when he uses the saved incOGle in his own business, when he lends it to
another, or when he purchases with it sOGle form of investment security or
inc001e-earninQ propertyJ or it may be indirectly aec011plished, as •hen the
individual puts the saved incoee in a bank or si.Jlilar savings institution.
The purchasing power represented by the saved incoae 1& devoted to the purchase of goods or services. The business man e~pects to oet, by the time
the obligation matures, an increased product out of which he cannot only pay
the interest and repay the principal but also obtain for himself a sum sufficient to coaipensate him for his risk and trouble. Unless savings were
so "productively,. employed the payment of interest would obviously be impossible. The difference betaeen saving money and spending it is not the
difference between holding on to it and parting with it, nor even the difference between preserving it fr011 destruction and destroying it, but
silaply the difference betaeen spendinq it for "indirect" or •·capital goods."
Since spendinQ for capital goods nomally increases th• de~and for such goods,
as opposed to conswner•s goods, an impetus is given to the creation of
capital goods, and the net result of "saving" and "investment~ is the creation
of such goods and a consequent addition to the social capital equipment.
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Most individuals find that unless and until they can accumulate
a fund to fall back upon in emergencies or use to take advantage of opportunities for personal advance11ent, business success, investment profit,
or progress in economic status comes slowly.

It has been thought that the

welfare, Social Security, gro.th of private pension provisions, old age
retirement benefits, •ork41en ' s compensation, disability insurance, group
hospitalization and others, has measured savings of recent years and le6sened the proclivity of Americans to save.
In table 1 is revealed how much of personal incOllle has gone into
savings, personal ta~es, disposable personal income and conswnption expenditures from 1940 to 1960. In 1947 and 1949 there •as a great decrease
in personal savings. The savings of individuals increased during the next
four ~years.• The greatest amount, $36.9 billion, of personal savings was
deposited in 1944 and the llllallest amount in 1947.

It is to be expected in

accordance with the amount of personal !n~ome beinQ at its greatest peak
1n 1960 1 personal ta~es and consWDption e~penditures •ould be also .
Since the Great Depression (1929-33), a notable chanQe ha1 taken
place over the years in the ways in which Americans save their money.
depression generated a deep desire for

11

The

safe" inves°'ent. The government

responded by guaranteeing bank deposits and by policinQ security transactions.

Then came World War II. To finance it, the goverrunent provided

and viqorously promoted a new popular means of "safe" saving in savings
bonds. The change has been to.ard

lllOre

"liquid" forms of savings. There

has been a tremendous increase in individual holdinQs of both co111111ercial
and savings bank deposits, currency, United States savings bonds• and 1avinQ1

TABLE l
UNITED STATES PERSONAL SJ VIt«iS
IN SELECTED INSUTUTIONS
(In million of dollaTs)l

Year

Savings
Loan
Assns.

Mutual
Savings
Banks

&

60
59
58

57
56
55
54

53

52
51
50
49
48

47
46
45
44

43

42
41
40

$

62.1
54.6
48.0
41.9
37.l
32.1

$

36.3
34.9
34.0
31.7
30.0
28.l

Commercial
Banks

$

1.2
1.4
1.7
2.0

2.9
2.4

2.2
2.5
2.7
2.8
3.0

2.0
1.7
1.4
1.0
0.9

138.3
129.6
125.1

3.3
3.4
3.5

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.4

122.2
117.7
113.8
108.0
100.1

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.3

83.4
63.7
47.3
38.l
35.0

20.9
20.0

44.7
42.0
39.3
36.6
35.2

12.5
11.0
9.8
8.5
7.4

19.3
18.4
17.7
16.8
15.3

35.1
35.0
34.7
33.4
29.9

f..3

13.3
11.7
10.6
10.5
10.6

23.9
19.0
16.1
15.5
15.4

-

Total
Savings

s o.e

26.3
24.3

5.5
4.9
4.7
4.3

Credit
Unions

67.l
62.9
60.0
53.7
48.5
46.3

27.3
22.8
19.2
16.l
14.0

22.6

Postal
Savinqs

1.0

3.4

3.0
2.4
1.a
1.5
1.4

0.4

$

5.0
4.4

3.9
3.4

$

233.9
219.5
208.0
189.0
179.3
168.9
158.5
146.8

l

1Un1ted States Department of Collllllerce, &ureau of tne Censu~, Statistical
6b&tt1Gt gf tbl ~Dittd ~t1t1sa
1961, (Washington, United States Governaent Printir.Q Office, 1960), p. 837.
(X)
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and loan association shares.

Holdings of equity securities have risen

less rapidly, relatively and proportionately.
Savings can take many foras, can be held, and used in many different
-ays.

Froa staple to COllple~, the range includes keeping cash under the

mattress1 accumulating cash balances 1n bank demand deposits, holding
savinqs deposit•• account• in credit unions, or ahares in savinqa and l~an
associations, building equitie1 in pension funds, annuties, or life insur•
ance, buying 1aving1 bonds or other goverruaent aecuritiea, using the postal
savings system, buying capital assets such as ~1ome1, personal saall business
enterprises, or corporate stocks or bonds.
It is worth noting that an individual who pays for a h011e in monthly
inst allments on a IIOrtqage is saving just as effectively as one who puts
comparable swaa in a aavinqs bank. Most life insurance policiea involve
not only the purchase of protection but a large element of savings
One can save haphazardly, putting aside any surplus that

1•••

11

well .

to be

left over after essential e~penditures of the moment have been aade, or one
can draw up and try to stay with a aavinqs plan, lonq or short tem.

The

short term saving plan usually results in aore systeaatic and consistent
end therefore larqer savings, just as spending is made more efficient by the
use of a plan. There is no perfect 11vinqs plan and there ia no plan that
will fit every family.

John

w.

involve at least five elementa.
1.

Riday's opinion of a good savings plan •111
In order of priority these area

A decisi~n, and it should be a realistic one, as to how
auch of annual, 110nthly, or weekly income may really be
coneidered surplus, over essential needs, and therefore
set aside for savings.
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2.

How large a cash reserve can you and should you maintain?
No matter how •ell ordered one's life may be, there are
always emergencies that strain one's finances; and when
they come it is better to be able to fall back on a
cash reserve in the bank, or in other forms of savings
that can be readily liquidated than to have to borrow
at once.

3.

How much life insurance (not just a policy, but an insurance plan) will provide reasonable security for your
dependents? Can you afford this? Will you have any
surplus left over after providing for this? It may be
th~t (2) and (3), or {3) alone, will be your only fora
of savings.

'4.

Is your surplus laroe enough to permit you to meet (2)
and {3) and, in addition, buy a home, asswaing, of
course, you want to own your own hOGle? If you live in
a very l•roe city or .have no children, you may prefer
to rent.

5.

After meeting (2), (3). and (4), do you have any money
left over for other fol'lls of savings, such aa investments?
If so, what are your obJectives?l

One can look in vain for a place to put savings that will be safe,
liquid, inflation-resistant, and yield a large return. There is not a
place of the sort. One or ·more of these elements must be sacrificed in
whole or in part to achieve the otherss and in the formulation of a savinqs
plan, considered judgments must be made.
There are various savings instrU11ents to meet different objectives.
If one wants a high return on his savings, he cannot e~pect safety of principal.

If he wants safety of principal, he cannot expect the same instrument

to provide good protection against inflation.

Under most conditions, if

lJohn w. Riday , ''Double Duty Dollars lPersonal Savings
Bests Insurance l:!D.a, Volume LXI, (August, 1962). P• 11.

Plans),"
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one wants liquidity, he cannot hope for long-ten gr°"th.

If one -•nts

certainty of continued income, one caMot e~pect a high yield.

Various

savings vary in characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages.

No one

institution combines all savinqs objectives successfully. Those instrU11ents
which combine safety and liquidity sacrifice return and possibility of
gro.th, •hile for a nuaber of instruments the reverse is true. One's in•
c0411e level and his savings objectives should determine his choice.

If one

need• a reserve against financial trouble or loss of I Job, he •111 want
a very different type of savings instrument than if he is tryinq to pro-

tect himself against inflation and lost purchasing power. If one can spare
the money for a period of years, he will want I different medium than if he
e~pects to use the fund as a down payaent on a house a year or two froa now.
Many families have several objectives and therefore spread their funds,
choosing several rather than one form of savinqs.
Empirical studies undertaken over the past twelve years have shed
a good deal of light on consuaer choices in savings and inveatment. They
are valuable in indicating •hat individuals have tended to do •1th their
savinqs, and, to some •~tent, reaaona have been advanced for this behavior.
AccordinQ to the Federal Reserve's Survey of Consuaer Finances. 38,000,000, or
71 per cent, of all spendinQ units 011Wned some liquid assets (savings) in 1962.
Only 29 per cent of the nation's 04,000,000 spending units had no liquid
assets.

Average holdinqs were $3001 but for the 71 per cent ~1th aavinqs the
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avtraQt amounts••• $790.

~• miQht have been e~ected, the proportion of

positive savers lncreaaed proqressively froa the lower to the h1qher in•
coae group,.

It aaounted to only 34 per cent of the apendinQ units with

incOllles of less than Sl,000 and to 87 per cent of those with 1ncoaes of
$7,500 or more. 1
Each year the Federal Reserve estimates the liquid asset holdings
of individuals.

By liquid assets, is meant currency, checking account

deposits, savings accounts in either comercial or savinqs banks, savings
and loan shares, and Uni ted States Qovernaent securities.
liquid asset holding• totaled

$42!>,ooo,ooo,ooo.

In 1962, such

This does not include life

insurance, equiti•• in hoees, stocks and bonds, or contributions to pension
funds. 2
The survey notes that different ataQes of the life-cycle of the
faaily brings siQnificant variation& in savings and dis-savings.

Saving

by young, 11ngle persons, while frequent, is qener1lly limited by insufficiency of incOlle.

MarriaQe and the s etting up of

I

household ar• usually

accompanied by n1aerous •~ptnditures for durable goods and• high frequency
of d1ssav1ng.

Several years after childx~~ are oorn, poaitive saving beg1na

again, particularly as purchase• of life insurance and houses tend, at this
staoe, to increase the importance of contractual savinqs.

Savings reach a

peak after tlle children have left h011e, but then there develops less in-

1Guthrie H. Cooley, ~eonswners• Propensities to Hold Liquid
AHets," Journal of A.merican Stat1st1c11 Ass,gciatigo. Volume LV, {April, 1963),
P• 469.
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centive to save, and With retirement, less i nc0a1e.

At this latter stage,

rel atively l ow income and limited acceso to credit tend to increase the
number with zero savings.
Preferences for types of savinqs are influenced by a variety of
f~ctors.

Aaiong saver, who were questioned, savings bonds were preferred

chiefly for their safety, their rates of return, and for patroitic reasons.
SavinQs accounts ~ere chosen for their liquidity and convenience, as for
their safety and steady yield.

Both real estate and couon stock were

selected because of their rate of return and, to a lesser e~tent, because of
the protection they offered aqainst inflation.
Observing table 2, we see during 1960, commercial banks had a
slight l ead over the other financial institutions.
l oan associations by five million doll ars.

They lead savings and

Savings and loan associations in-

crease their savinQs growth more per year than the other institutions.

Look-

ing at postal savings there is a decrease in the personal savings from year
to year.

The decrease ranges from three to eight tenth per cent. The mutual

savings banks have only tri pled their values of savings 1n the last t~enty
years.

In general , all savings institutions have increased their amounts

of p~rsonal savings.

Today, most individuals save.

This statement can be

born out by the figures presented in the following table .
In general , ho~ever, the larger the income or the accumulated
savings, the greater the preference for assets of fluctuating value (stocks
and real estate) .

Interestingly, al though the proportion of conswners

favorinq savings bonds as investment tended to be smaller as earninqs or

·TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME

(In billion of dollars)l

Period

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

Personal
Income

$

78.7
96.3
123.5
151.4
165.7

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

172.l
178.0
190.5
210.4
208.3

1i50
l 51
1952
1953
1954

228.5
256.7
273.l
288.3
289.8

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

310.2
332.9
351.4
360.3
383.3
404.2

Personal

$

2.6
3.3
6.0
17.8
18.9
20.9

18.8

21.5
21.1
18.7

~=~
34.4

35.8
32.9

35.7
40.0
42.6
42.4

46.0
50.0

Consumption
E~enditures

Disposable
Per&0nal
Income

Ta~es

$

76.l
93.0
117.5
133.5
146.8

$

71.9

81.9
89.7
100.5
109.8

Personal
Savinqs

$

4.2
11.1
27.8
33.0
36.9

5.5%
11.9
23.6
24.7
25.2

28.7
12.6

19.1
7.9
2.4
5.8
4.5

150.4
159.2
169.0
189.3
189.7

121.7
146.6
165.0
178.3
181.2

~7-7
7.5
238.7
252.5
256.9

219.8
232.6
238.0

18.9
19.8
18.9

256.9
269.9
285.2
293.5
313.8
327.8

17.5
23.0
26.0

274.4

292.9
308.8
317.9
337.3
354.2

~8a:i

Savinos as a
Percentage of
Disposable

4.0

u.o

8.5

l~:i

24.4

23.4
26 ...

~:A
7.9

7.9
7.3
6.4

7.9
7.6
1.1
6.9
7.5

l

1

F,ctaral B•&erve Bu111t1o, Volwae LXXII, Deceaiber, 1962, p. 1034.
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....

~ealth increased, this savings outlet, rather than real estate or common
stock, ~as preferred more frequently in every income group and in all but
the largest •ealth group ($25,000 an~ over).

Many individuals ~ith very

small asset holdings do not believe that they can conveniently purchase
common stock or real estate, other than a <hitelling. On the ~hole, the
findings on investment preferences by income and wealth groups confirm the
usual view that consuaers, through their savings proQrams, first try generally to meet the need for security and, after that need has been met, they
tend not to increase thelr return by investing in assets of normally higher
yield bearing a risk of fluctuating 110ney value of principal.

Furthermore,

in the past few years, contractual savinqs in the form of life insurance
premiums, payments on mortages for home ownership, or participation in a
contributory retirement plan have aesLIA'led a major role in the savings
pattern.

CHAPTER II

COMM.ERCI AL BANKS

The COGMlercial bank has f r equently been called a "department store
of finance" because it perforas so many financial functions. 1 It grants
commercial. personal , aortaQe, and other types of l oans.

It receives

demand and tllne deposits (that is• it has both checkinQ and savings accounts)s it rents safe deposits boxes, preforms investment services, handle•
collections, issue letters of credit and traveler's checks, sells and redeems United States savlnQ& bonds, performs trust functions, and provides
Christmas Club and other systematic savings schemes.
Over 14,000 commercial banks located throuQhout the United States
maintain "savings," "thrift," "special- interest," or "coaipound• interest"
accounts, as they are variously called. These are time deposits, and to
them some 49,000,000 depositors have entrusted some $39,000,000. 2 In
many communities the commercial bank is the only available institution in
•hich an individual may deposit savinQs and receive interest.

On these

time deposits. commercial banks pay interest rates which vary fr011 3 to
5 per cent. Checks aay not be drawn on time depoaita.

A time deposit

differs frOlll a demand deposit in that the bank, i n the case of the former,

¾ierbert v. Prochnow. 6o!trican f101ncial
Prentice- Hall• 1960), P• 2~2.

2BanJing Structure

gf th&

Inatitytioos. (New York,

United St1t1s,(Wa1hinQton.

o. c.,

United Statea Governaent Printing Office, August, 1962). P• 12.
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may require the depositor to wait a period of time, usually 30-60 days,
to receive his •oney from the day he asks to withdraw it.

Virtually all

banks refrain from e~ercising this privilege 1n normal times, they invoke
it only when necessary, in tiaes of panic or crisis, •hen a run on the
bank is threatened.
Savings depositors in a commercial bank are creditors of the bank,
in contrast to depositors in a mutual savings bank, who are owners of the
bank. This usually results in the savings depositor in the commercial bank
receiving a lov.er rate of return than the depositor in the autual savings
bank.

When the COlllllercial bank invests or lends its savings depositors'

money, the return it obtains aust not only cover the costs of the bank's
operations and required reserves, it must also yield a profit to the stockholders or owners of the bank as well as pay interest on the savings depositors accounts. In a mutual saving bank, there are no stockholders,
and therefore the entire return from investinq or lending the depoeitors'
funds may, after bankino costs and required reserves are covered, be paid
out to the depositors.

Since there are no stockholders, none of the return

need to be set aside for dividend on invested capital. It is partly for
this reason that the average return paid by coaunercial banks on savinQs
accounts is lower than the average paid by mutual savings banks. Commercial
banks invest their funds in highly liquid, short-term assets and are more
restricted in their ability to invest in higher yielding, less liquid,
long-term mortgages than are the savings bank. They tend to average a
smaller rate of return than do the savings banks• which have larger percentage of their funds in aortoaoea. It is indicated in table 3 that
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co11111ercial banks had $114.6 million in 1961. This amount 1ppe1rs to

account for the difference between 1959 and 1960, when a $1.2 aillion
decrease occured.

Up to 1961 these are the greatest figures in time de-

posit held by COMerci1l banks. The recession period is probably reflected

in the figures in 1957. The time deposits of 1961 indicates an im-

pressive move.

TABLE 3

llME DEPOSITS OF COMMERCIAL BANKS

{In million of dollara)l

Period

1

Time

Deposits

1953

100.4

1954

104.4

1955

106.8

1956

100.3

1957

107.2

1958

112.2

1959

112.6

1960

111.4

1961

114.6

federal Reacue py11etin. VolU1D•

l

LXXII, December, 1962, p. 767.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF COMMERCIAL BANKS
The comerclal banking structure ls the core of modern financial
systems.

Every commercially and industrially advanced nation today has

its COIDllercial bankinQ syetNl adapted to its own needs. there is no phaee
of the econoay, whether it be personal, corporate, or qovernaent economic
activity •hich is not touched directly or indirectly by the co11111ercial banking system.
The COllmerc1al bankinq aystea plays an iaportant role in the credit
market.

The credit market hat &any aeQAents, which are differentiated in

several ~ays.

Characteristic of the credit transaction, such as the pur-

pose of borro..inq and degree of risk involved, is one and QeOQraphic coveraoe
is another. The various parts of the credit aarket are closely linked.
All financial institutions are important, and any differences
are laroely of degree and not in kind. lhe c011111ercial banks serve a most
useful function for ean. They have relieved hill of innuaerable physical
burdens.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
The co.11111ercial bank1no syatec la similar in many respects to
other financial institutions. Com.cnercial banks deal primarily in money
or riqhts to receive money. They 1unult1neou1ly becocae creditor and
debtor, and not infrequently to the 1aae person at the same time.

In

aakinQ loans, the commercial bank becoaes a creditor of its borrow-ers
fra whOll a future payment is due.

As a depository it bec0Ge1 a debtor

to the depositor, to the extent of the latter's deposit.

A depositor also
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borrows from his bank of deposit.

In such a case the bank becomes both

debtor and creditor, •hile the depositor also assU111es the dual role of
creditor and debtor. The co11mercial banks, in addition to aakinQ loans
of a ahort ~erm nature for a matter of aonths, will buy long-term invest•

ments running

f~~

a period up to 20 or 30 years. 1h11 is equally applic-

able to insurance co2p1nies, finance corporation or a savings and loan
association.
All financial institutions stand oo a conunon foundation.

Each

institution, including the COll\llercial bank, has its unique function to
fulfill.
Since the vast majority of the co1J11Dercial and savinqs banks
in the United States are single-office institutiona, locally owned and
controlled, they operate independently of one another in providino prialary banking services. Banks do have business relationships with one
another, in order to provide so~• of the broader banking services which
are required even in the smaller communities. These interbank contacts
are e•emplified in the vast network or correspondent banking relationships, in local clearing house associations, and membership in such
groups aa the American Bankers Association and State Bankers Association,.

IMPORTANCE OF TIME DEPOSITS
In taking a look at time and savings deposits and their relationship to the deposit structure of our commercial banking system.

In 19!>0,

they •ere 25% of total deposits and no~ are running over 4~. De~and deposits increased during thia period soae 4~ and time and savings 130%.

Projections show that time and savings deposits will be 50% of total
deposits of COGMDercial banks by 1970 and froa then on will forge ahead
1
to new highs.
If banks wish to aake savings a profitable banking service,
they mu1t recognize the high degree of stability in such deposits.
fortunately,

■any 111y

Un-

remeaiber the 1930-33 period when the bank failures

triqoered heavy savings withdra•als. Many changes in our banJ.ing laws
and our way of life have been made to prevent a recurrence.

Federal in-

surance of bank deposits has a great i~pact in preventing this catastrophe.
Stability of such deposit• is eanifested by slow turnover and strong growth
potential which, in itself, is a for,a of liquidity.
Banks have always worried about liquidity.
cern with liquidity is e~cessive.

It is believed the con-

Liquidity is the ability to take losses,

which is ignored. The COllllercial banks, to stay in the savings business
profitably, must be willing to acquire and invest in lonqer-tera loans
and investments. To stay liquid to meet the loan demand that may never
aaterialize in an expensive naanaoement decision.
The question has often been asked as to how much capital is required
to support s1vinqs depostts. This bec0ates important since we measure profitability by the atn0unt earned on the share-holder's equity in the business.
Thia concept of aeasurino adequacy to deposits is a lonq existino fallacy .
We should not measure adequacy of capital aqainst the deposit fiqure but
aoainst the assets in which such deposits are invested, for indeed, that

1c. A. Agemian, ~Emphasis on Liquidity Costly to Comercial Banks,"
YlSMDa~c1,1 ADd FJ010c111 Cbteo1,1,. Volume ex, (May 11, 1963), P• 1~09.
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is •here the loss potential e~ists aQainst which capital acts
to insure payment in full to all depositors.

as a

buffer

If savinQs are to be made

profitable, it see11s clear that they must be invested for the most part
in assets other than United States Goverrvnent securities. These would be

in inortgages of all types, conventional, F. H. A.,

and

v.

A., longterm

muncipals and consumer loans.
The Federal Reserve BanJc balance is the most sterile. The 5% reserve requirement on time deposits is another handicap imposed on commercial banks.

It provides nothing, least of all liquidity.

Regulations

need to be chanQed and encouraging of investing of this hard core of deposits representing savings to increase prudently profitability.
UNIQUE ASPECl S

Several factors differentiate commercial banking from other
financial institutions. first, it has a longer continuous history than
any other financial mechanis,a, with the exception of money, its evolution
provides it with a continuity •hich cannot be matched. Second, through
its operations it has largely supplanted specie (gold and silver) as ex•
change media, and it has supplemented currency (bank notes) to the extent
that the latter is today merely the same change for business. lhird,
it supports and is supported by every other financial institution and
financial market.

Investment banking and the stock market, and even the

qoverruaent itself , •ould be unable to sustain themselves ~cept -1th
the cooperation of the comereial banking system.

FoUl'th, the banking

sy1tu provides the bulk of the exchange media, it has become the keystone
of d0&estic exchange.

Fifth, the commercial bankinQ system is the center

of the foreiqn exchange market, that delicate mechanism ~hich provides for
the exchanQe of one currency such a1 the dollar into another currency such
as the pound sterlinQ.
The commercial bankinQ system has an expansive quality, its most
unique feature, not possessed by other financial institutions. Of all
the unique aspects of commercial banking, the expansion of bank credit is
the moat significant; it serves as the most important differentiating
characteristic between the coawnercial banking systea and all other financial
institutions.
The commercial bank is a unique and strategically situated in•
stitution in the American econo1oy. The aanner in which the Internal Reve•
nue Service permits commercial banks to treat bad-debt reserves, and soae
of the results of this method of treatment is one of the unique aspects.
One half of all the banks use the revenue method to treat bad debts.

On

the basis of Section 166 of the Internal Revenue Codet a bank (or any
other taxpayer) may treat ~"rthless debts in one ot t~o ways• (1) It may
deduct the extent of the ~orthles&ness of tho debt from the gross income
in the year in •hieh the loss is incurredJ or (2) the taxpayer may
establish a reserve for bad debts and claim a "reasonable deduction"
from qross income for additions to this reserve.
C01DR1ercial banks have maintained for soae time that mutual savings
banks and savings and loan associations enjoy many benefits not available
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One such claill is directed to the disparit7 1n the treatment ot

to then.

the be.d-<lebt reserve .

ot 1951

A si;ecial ~r1Tiaion vritten into the P-evenue Act

:permitted the ''mutuals" to aceum.ul.ate a bad-debt roserve equal

12 per cent ot deposits.

to

Hoveftr, ma07 authorities state that the tem

"bad-debt reserve tt does not ha.a the usual meaning in the case ot the

mutual institutions.
SAVlliGS-DEPOSIT lllSURANCE

Tcdq, most of the C<llllmffCial banks operating 1n the United States

are membel"s ot the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

cont of the commercial bank8 in the countr;y are insured,

Over 90 per

Each depositor is

:protected to an uvi;er limit ot 910, 000 if the bank ehould f'ell .

For this

inaurance, each baDk contributes annual.17 l/12 ot l per oent ot its total
de~osits to the Deposit Insurance Fund. 1
When an insurod bank £alls, the Insurance Fund either pey-s the
defo1.1i.tor in cash or o~na another account in hfo er her namo far tho
same amount in a solTent, going bank .

be vithdrawn a-t once .

The mone,- in this ne-w account mtJ.1

It should be noted that the $10,000 y.rotoction limit

api;lies to a single depositor in a giTen bank, regal'dleso ot tho number ot

~ccounte ho mq have .

A .i;erson who has a

♦2 ,000

balance in hi.a checking

account in a given bank, as wll as a savinp account vith a

$9,ooo

balance

in the some bank, vould receiTe $10,000 (not $11, 000) if the bank ~ailed.
It he had onl7 the sninge account, h. vou1d be f'ully insured for the $9,000.

1

Herbert V. Prochnow, Q.£.

lli, ,

p . 271 .
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If his eavings-.aoeount balance were $12,000, he would be insured tor only-

tlo,ooo.

It is interesting to note that the insurance coverage 1s based

upon deposits maintained b7 a person at a single insured. bank; not upon

his total deposits throughout the banking system. It one is fortunate

enough to possess $30,000, he can, ~7 depositing $10,000 in each of three
different banks, be f'Ully insured tor the $30,000. The law permits a
limit insurance to

t10,ooo

for an., one depositor in 8JJ1 one bank but does

not prohibit the depositor from splitting his funds among a number of banks.

If the depositor is married, his wide•s separate deposit account, and
their joint deposit are each separately ineured to the maximum of $10,000,
even though they are in the same bank. It the joint account is a tenanc7
in common, it is not separately insured. The interest of each owner in

t.he common account would be added to the individual deposit ot each ovner
in computing the insurance coverage.

It several branches ot one insured

bank, the accounts vill be added together in determining his insurance,
since the FDIC considers the main office end all branches ae one bank.
Except to the extent that the annual assessment which the insured bank pays to the Insurance Fund adds to the cost of banking operations
and reduces the inccae available

tor payment to depositors

and

stockholders,

there is no direct charge to the savings account depositors tor deposit
insurance.

I.tone should ever have a choice between placing tunds in an

insured bank or depositing 1n one that is not insured, his decision should
not be ditficult.
In obsening table 4, it 1s noted that the percentage ot savings
vary. For seven years, trom 1943 to 1950, the yield on saings deposits

The

w. R. Banks Lfbrar7
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in commercial banks

\/a&

lees than one per cent.

in 1951, and the nev rate held

There vas an increase

tor the next three years. This condition

vas tollowd by an increased 7ield rate amounting from 2 to 5 tenth per
cent.

The largest percentage was held b7 commercial banks 1n 1930 end

1931.
TABLE 4

AVERAGE ANNUAL YIELD ON SAVINGS
m COMMERCUL BANKS 1
Yield on

Yield on
Savings

Savings

Year

Deposits 1n
Commercial

Year

3.9.

1945
1946
1947
191.8
1949

Commercial

Banks

1930

19.31
1932
1933
1934

3.8
3.4
3.4
3.0

1935

3.1

BaoJse

1937
19.38
1939

1 .8
1.7

1.6

1950
1951
1952
19S3
1954

19,40

1.3

1955

1941

1.3
1 .1
0.9
0.9

1956

1936

1942

1943
1944

ot

2. 0

Deposits 1n

1957
1958
1959

1960

0.8%

o.a

0.9
0.9

0.9
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.1

l .J

1. 4

1.6
2.1
2. 2

2.4
2. 5

1un1ted States Department ot Commerce, Bureau
the Census, ratistical Abstract~ tha. Unitod,

Statess 1961, Washingtons United States Government
i>rinting Office, 1960), p. 455.
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TECHNIQUES F.Mf'LOYEO IN COMPETING

American commercial bankers have in tha past years made some

major ettorts to check and reverse the encroachments made on their preeene by other financial institutions in the postvar years as a whole.

The tight has so tar been succeasf'ul, but costly. For the task is a big
one.

The banking structure 1n the United States in the years since the

second world war has increased still further in diversity.

Indeed, the

wonder in that the American people somehov manage to keep the different
competing institution sorted out.
The commercial banks, despite thei:r versatility and their
long lead have lost considerable ground in the postwar 78ars to competi.ng
institutions. The stoey ot banking 1n the United states today- necessarily
centers on the re-avakening or this institution to the realities ot the
modern age. Fram 194' through 1961, the total c.hec~ and ssviilgs de-

posits in the United States c0111Dercial banks increased b7 6~ to nearly
$250 billion.

In the aame period, ssvings 1n mutual savings banks rose

by 150 per cent to about $40 billion, while those 1n savings and loan

association, increased by no less than 86oJ to about $11 billion. Credit

unions showed the most spectacular rise ot all, by more than 13 told
$5.7 billion.1

There are

a:iq

n,miber of reasons to explain the sharply growth

rates of deposit-trpe financial institutions, but essentially they came

1
R.

Changes, n

M. Robertson, "Commercial Banlt Growth Requires Important

Commercial au Financial Chronicle. Volume CXCIII, (March 23,

1962, p. 126.
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to t,-,o main considerations .

They are differences in Federal and State

laws and regulations govarning the various institutions, and ·dttferencee
in attitudes ot the governed. Significantly, savings and loan associations

gains, are subject to

and credit unions, which have shown the most marked

less onerous regulatory restrictions than commercial banks. Savings and
1.aon concerns have considerable lee\ilq in detemini.ng rates ot return paid
to savers, while the savings interest rates paid cammercial banks are closely
controlled by Federal and State banking authorities .

An ilnpo~ant 1ntlu-

ence is that savings nnd loan associations and credit unions have developed largely since the \181',

their operators have tended to be lees conservative

than cC1I1mercial bankers in caapeting for business.

THE GROWTH OF CG'.MERCIAL BANKS
The competition commercial banks have .faced from other savings
institutions has oaused the oommercial banks to intensity their efforts

to attract new business and to experiment vi'11 ne"' forms of credit, such
as revolving credit accounts tor individual borrovors. A sailient feature
o£ banking during the past decade has been the expansion of vari0ll8 kinda
.
.

ot consUC18r credit.
The decade ending December .31, 1959,

1i1as

one of great banking

growth, notvithstanding keen competition from other types

or financial

in-

stitutions. During the past decade the economy has been growing up to the
money supply, swollen by World 'War II and the Korean War.

In the years

ahead the money supply will have to keep pace \lith economic growth.
Population, production, and inoane \Jill UDdergo substantial expansion in
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the 1960s.

The need tor banking services vlll grow commensurately and

earnings vill be benefited.
'l'o remain comi;etitive during the 1960s, banks will continue to
otter customers a variety of services. Banks which rind themselves ·with
surplus capacity as a result of electronic installations

may

otter book-

keeping services to large corporate customers as an additional service.
Competition among financial institutions vlll be atf'ected by aD¥
legisla_tion that congress may enact. There is a growing avareness ot the
need for fairer treatment of comJ>?titora in the financial field.

Possibly

in the next tew years commercial banks will more actively go out after
savings deposits.

Such an errort will entact expense .

Freviously, mutual

savings institutions generally haTe advertised tor such business more
actively than commercial banks .

The latter, of' course, have to consult

their official restrictions on the interest rate they•&¥ pay.
From 1940 to 1963, 894 commercial banks have discontinued.

In

the decade ending December 31, 1959, there vere tvent7-tbree more 00t111Rercial

banks that were in existance than in 1963.

Looking at the assets and liabili-

ties, only one decline apr,ears. This decline, $10,016 million, took place

· during the ;period of 1962 and 1963. The grovth ot commercial

banks 1a re-

vealed to be unstable.
When cC1Dparing balance sheets

ot 1949

and 1959,

flation which had taken place must be kept in mind.

ot course, the

in-

With due allowance for

the depreciation of the dollar, the growth ot the country, 1ta pof,ulation,
and ita business bas been attended by a large

expansion in the physical
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volume ot banking transactions. This is reflected in debits to demand accounts, 1n the steadily expanding number of bank officers and employees
not-withstanding bank automation, and in the explosion of branch banking as
these facts are revealed in table 5.
Koen competition has been a factor ot no emall importance 1n the

rapidity- of group developnents in certain areas. The factors of competition
has caused developnents which might not otherwise have occurred, at least
with such rapidity.
Com{ietition has probably forced_ma.DT enterprising bankers to
establish branches or group holding corporations 1n order to be able to

reach into ever~ place for business and not be injured by competition.
The fear of losing correspondent banks to large group competitors is probably one of the compelling motives behind e.ny grouping ot banks.

It marl3'

groups were not established tor some such purpose, it could be wondered v~
so many have been organized.

It looks as it the powers behind these move-

ments were most desirous ot keeping others out of their territory.
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TABLE 5

NUMBER ilID PRINCIPAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
OF COMMERCIAL BAHKsa 1940 TO 1963
(In million ot dollars)1

Selected Assets
Year

Loan

Tot.al assets
total liabilities

?lumber

om capital accounts

1940

14,345

73,001
168,932
210,734
222,696
238,651
2.44 686
257:552

tt:716
121

1950
1955
1957

13 568
13:501
13,474
13,472
13,432
13,429
13,451

1958

19~
19
1961
1962

196.3

nm womaeut,

Total

190 270

199:509
215,415
235,839

297,116
287,100

234,700

SELEClljQ

u. s.

Govt.

Obligations

43,929
126,67i
160,88
170 068
185:165

278,561

Loans
18,800

i~:~r

93,899
98,214
110,832
117,642
124,925
140,106
139,450

17,757
t2,027
1,592
58,239
66,376
58,937
61,00J
66,578

66,434
64,570

l!Ui~llIES

Depoe1ts

Capital

Cash

Asaeta
27,124
40,289

Pwn4

15 844

38,588
104,723
126,896

36:503
l.13,715
56,440
63,49.3
66,169

'6,838

-48,428

'8,990

49,467
52,150
56,4.32
54,049
45,310

Time

127,865

134,35.3
136,643
139 3~
147:865
147,870

Z½:~

97,710
102,2.30

1statiat1ca1

Abstract

1.35,'j':""..,

gt_~

Intarbank

Agcounts

10,934
14,039
16,64.3

7,010
11,590

18,171
17,090
18,878
18,.395
16,542

18,'86

17,021

~,3Z>

United States, 1961, p . 451.

15,300

17,.368

19,556

20,986

22,459

24,094
24,050

1

CHAPTER III
CREDIT UlIIONS

The credit union movement 1n the United States bad its beginning

in 1909, when Massachusetts enacted the first State credit union legislation.

From that 1ear to 1934, vhen the Federal Credit Union Act was passed,

similar laws were adopted in thirt1--eight states and by Congress to? the
District ot Columbia. Today more than 30,.000 credit unions oharte.red under
Federal o-r State law are in operation and have twenty-one million members •1

In the first tew years 0£ the credit union movement development
vas slov and largely concentrated in a tew States or among groups in a tev
States or among groups in certain occupational categories, The credit
unions moved during the years 1934-59 tram a period ot depression into \lar-

time conditions and then into postwar periods ot intlation and recession.
During World War II, despite sharp rises in the nmber

ot liquidations

and

substantial losses in membership, the resources of the credit continued
to grov, trom assets ot $.'.32.'.3 million in 1941 to $435 million at the end ot

1945.

An even sharper advance was registered ef'ter the cessation of hostili-

ties 1n Korea.
ogain

m

Assets dcrubled in the three years trom 1951 to 1954 and

tho next four yee:rs.

By mid 1959, there wre 20,000 credit unions

in operation,.
1u. Vance Austin, Credit YJWm. fearbook, (Madison, Wisconsin•
Credit Union National ~ssooiotion, J962; ~. 4.
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During the period, 1957 to 1960, there has been a decrease in

the number of new credit unions established, reversing the steady 1noline in the issuance ot new charters dUl'ing the past several years.
Although United States credit unions have doubled in numOOJI' since 1950,
the years at the largest gains were 1953 and 1954. There have been two
periods of rapid growth.

The ti.rat sharp increase tollowed passage ot

the Federal Credit Union Act ot 1934, because it permitted groups in
every state and territory to form credit unions . The second force came
after World War II, continuing until growth leveled ott 1n 1956.

Every

year there has been an increase ot nurly a million members 1n the United
States and Canada.

However, credit unions have more than doubled their

membership since 1950, credit unions have not kept pace with population

growth.

During this time the population rose by over tourteen and a half

percent, but credit union membership increased by only tour percentage points.
The average credit union in the United States in 1961 and 714 members. 1
According to reports of the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the six-year period trom the beginning of 19.36 to 1941 was one of phenomenal

growth for the credit union movement.

In that period occured a net increase

ot more than five thousand in the number ot unions, a triplillg ot membership and volume ot business, and a quardrupl1ng
assets owned by credit unions .

or the face

value of the

In 1942 and 1943, a pronounced contraction

in credit union activity took place, but en upturn in membership and vol\mle

of loans vas reported in

1944■

2

1tesl1e B. Schwinn, "Grwth ot Credit Unions," l1POD£1o]
/OUl"J)Dl, Volume LIX, (Jui,, 1963), P• 55.

2ft. M. Gardner, "State-clulrtered Credit Unions

in 1962,"

S09i@] Sacyti,ty Bµlletir,i, Volume XXVI, (November, 1963), p. 16.

Analysts
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The expanding American econ01D7 has witnessed some startling dewlopnents in recent years, and one ot the most phenomenal has been the

grovth that has taken place in the credit union field. Frca the founding

of the first credit union in 1909 the movement has burgeoned until toda7.
Potentials run tar ahead ot membership, according to United States Bureau
1
ot Federal Credit Union samples. It appears that the membership ot existing credit uniona could double in number, if all the people now eligible

to Join became members. A credit union 1s an easy and convenient system

tor pooling common funds and enables

the members, from

the COJrm1on pool, to

take care ot their short-term problems without usury.
Atter ball a centur., ot operating in a difficult va,, credit unions
have attained a respectable status 1n the bierarcbf of American financing
organizatioDS.

In spite ot nonprofeSBional management, deep.rooted OP-

position and unorthodox policies, the1 have experienced phenC1111enal grO\lth.

Although, tbe7 are only responsible tor a minor proportion of the nation's
snings, a creditor holding lOJ ot outstanding installment paper cannot be
ignored.

Judged by traditional banking standards, credit union policies
remain unorthodox. Nevertheless, operations have been continually profit-

able. What is more unique is that while management policies have revealed
financial heresy, members have been imbued with a profound respect tor oonsenat1on fiscal doctrine. As a matter ot tact, it its members did not
1ndividual.l,1 accept a phllosopbf of thrift and monetary responaibllit1 a

credit mion coulcl not exist.

. 1Leslie B~ Schvinn,

211•

It was slow going until 1934 when Congress

QJ.1., P•

56.
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enacted the Federal Credit Union Law.

Charters were not obtainable aiv-

vhere in the nation and growth was greatly accelerated.

The credit unions operating under Federal charters expanded

rapidly, both in number and resources. The first Federal charter was

issued on October 1, 1934, and ?7 more credit unions were chartered before the end ot the year. 1 A 11mited amount of intormation is available
about the first year of operation.

By the end of 1935,

however, 960

Federal charters had been issued, and 772 Federal credit unions holding
assets ot about $2.4 million were in operation.

Six 7ears later, at the

outbreak ot World War II, the number ot active Federal credit unions had

grow to more than 4,000 and their assets were in excess ot t100 million.
2
By mid..J.959, it is estimated, the number in operation had reached 9,300.
Two organizations assisted federal legislation in the acceleration
of growth.

With headquarters at Madison; Wisconsin, the Credit Union

National Association, called CUNA, endeavors to service all credit unions.
Its duties are to handle legal problems, promote education and expand the
movement.

The National Credit Union Management Conference is a clearing

house tor the problems of chapters with assets of over a million dollars .
It recognizes the gap bet-ween the large and the small credit unions and

the difference in problems.
One Nason tor the rapid spread o! the credit union is the simplicity

in the initial organization. A group of people with a canmon bond applies

tor a charter, either federal or state. The camnon bond most frequently

Social

1R. M. Gudner, "Fifty Years ot Credit Union Operations,"
Securit,x Bµlleta, Volume XXII, (December, 1962), PP• 12...J.3.

2a. M.

Gardner, !luJl., p,

13.

used is either occupational, associational or residential .

In the associa-

tional group churches, fraternal organi1ations and labor unions are t7pioal.

The occupational bond is tor the most people.
In 1961, 855 new credit unions began in the United States, according to Credit Union National Association.

The steady decline in the ,-early

number ot new credit unions was reversed, according to CUNA ' s 1962 year-book, as the 1961 total exceeded 1960's. Credit unions held over 1oj ot

the nation's instalment credit tor the first time, says the 7earbook.

Total

instalment credit uniollS rose by $360,000,000 in 1960, 6Jj ot the nation's
total increase ot $575,ooo,ooo.1
Savings held by credit unions topped IS-billion tor the first time
too, although savings growth was S<lllewhat slower during 1961 than during 1960.
Credit unions held 2.9% ot all personal savings in the country-, compared to

.39. 71> tor com.ercial

banks and

37% tor savings and loan associations. The

United States Credit Union msmbership rose to 12, .383,888 b7 the end ot 1961.

At the end of 1962, there were 21,000 credit unions 1n the United
States.

ot

Si-

The7 had total assets ot 16.26 billion, combined share accounts

billion and loans outstanding ot $4.9 against respective total of 15.6

billion. $4.9 billion and $4.3 billion on December .31, 1961.

These growth

figures may not sound too impressive in commercial banking circles• vhere
some individual banks have total exceeding those ot the entire credit union
industry.

While there has been an upturn during the past two 1eare in the

number ot credit unions chartered. the increase has tended to lewl otf
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trom the s ~ pare imnediately after Wor ld War II.

Aav1ngs have shown

a relativei., Qonstant increase ot about a bal.t-billion do1l ars tor several years, but still amount 2.95 per cent of personal thrit't money held in
financial institutions.
New members joined United States credit unions at an avarage

rate of nearly 2,500 a dq to a total ot 12,590,000 during 1961, acoord1ng to .roar-end

tigures released by Credit Union National Aaaooiation.

More than l,170 ne-w groups were chartered 1n 1962, bringing tbat
total to over 21,000.

vested this w,-:

6fo in

Total assuts

or credit unions , '6,260, 000 were

75~ in loans to melllbers,

bank depositsi ~

ui

in United States bonds,

in-

in savings and loan shares,

2%

1n loans to other

credit unions, and ~ 1n land, buildings and otht,r proferty. 1

Loana are the main source ot income and the i:,oliciea governing
them are interesting,

To begin with, charges are comparativel,Y low .

Statistics indicate interest rates are about in line with those of the
banks, but beneath the level charged by small loan am sales finance canpanies
and other oreditors .

The real margin

ot ditference lies 1n the high per-

centage of loan applications that are approved .
Credit must be available £or tbe small, the distressed, end even
the improvident .

Although the capacity to repq ie not overlooked, the

need ot the borrovers carries considerable weiebt.

In extreme caaes

additional credit vill be extended to member ir bis t1nano1al rehabilitation

remaw a possibility.

1

~ - , p. 56.
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The de1,iression

~

the early 1930 1s tor many is nov only a

chapter or tvo in a textbook, but fe1,1 economists who actually folt or
witnessed the devastation ot the great depres sion will

deny

it was a

real test of the ability or any finanoial institution to rema1n solvent.
A atud,y by Princeton University comparing the survival records ot savings
institutions during the long depression put credit unions 1n first place .
The study reportas "The ability to eunive is the most bsaic teat ot etrenth

ot the activity.

• ••Credit unions bad the maximum capacity tor survival .

Twenty-six of ever, twenty-seven credit unions in operation in 1929 were
1

still in operaticn in 19;36. 11

TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS
Credit unions are cooperative es&ociations of persons having
a community of interest
own members .

\lhO

pool their savings to make loans to their

Those who are members think of the cred.1t unions as a group

of people who have their money together and make loans to each other for
good purposes at low interest.

A credit union ie a co-operative associa-

tion whose objects are to promote thrift among its members
its members vith credit facilities.
bank or small units.

and

pt"O'lide

Tbe credit union is essentially the

Each credit union is an independent, nonprofit

corporation, chartered

and

supervised b7 tho government.

The year, 1963, will now ba considered. Generall.T, 1963 -was not
~ veey good year tor financial institutions . 2 It ws a year in which
1Devid

s.

G. Leviston, "A Notable Trend-Bank Ball Ou.t Falter ing

Credit Unions , " Bqpk1P&, Volume L, (April, 1962), P• 140.
Ior k1

2uarbert Victor PrQchnoll, Amarlcan finepgiol,
Prentice- Hall, 1960) , p., 233.

Institutions

(Bev
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m81\Y financial institutions -were raising rates ot return thay pay on
savings .

The roault 1n many cases was a good-sized goin in savings,
t•

along \lith' a marked slowdow in lendilJ8, aa compared with previous years.
With loan income falling off and payments to savers rising, .Jl101l3 institutiono began to feel a growing check on earnings. The accumulation
of savings, vith l~ns lagging behind, ca.used a stagnant indication 1n 1963 .
The indications fro-:i this year represent a. bright potential i'or earnings
in future years immediately ahead, if its money flcnrs out into expanding

lending activity as e1q,ected.
Credit unions are not overtaking other financial institutions.
Credit unions aro still so small in size that it is difficult to place
them on the same statistical charts with commercial bankG, or savings
and loan associations.

Being smaller, credit llllions shov relatively high

1,,ercentages of grovth annually, but in a dollar amounts , the major financial institutions are growing mu.ch fester.

given of personal savings in credit unions.

In table 6, an account is
Since 1955, credit unions

have maintained a steady increase in volume of business while their percentage of total savings deposits remained relativel1 stable.

The greateat

amount of personal savings recorded by credit W11on vas in 1944, and the
lowest recorded in 1940 vith $4. 2 billion.

CREDIT UNIONS• PURPOSE
Credit unions believe that their job has only begun.

In North

America, about half the people eligible to join existing credit unions

are presently members.

Many

of these use their credit union tor onlJ
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i;art ot their savings and credit needs.

Thero ere countless thousands

to whom the credit union could bring economic im~rovement-and a last ing
contribution to the peace and prosperity ot the world.

Credit unions

often provided the first orJportunity some poople ever had tor personal
savings.

Until the credit union shoved hov, it was seldom realized that

peoplo of ver, limited means could eave money-and that by lending to each
other at low interest, they could provide their O\.m capital tox> ema11-eoale
enterprise within a relatively t'ew months. \lhere there has boen only
proverty and discouragement 1n the past, the credit un1on has brought not
1
only ho~e, but success.
Credit ,mions are organizations of people rather than dollars,
a ~~ncept whi~h set them are.rt from other financial institutions.

2

The

crodit union mny handle a routine- well-secured loan applocation 1n

almost tho same fashion as another lender. When emorgencies strike,
the credit union is proud

ot its ability to give help no othor financial

institution would provide, even make loans 1n the middle of the night .

According to credit union sources, its motto is "not tor profit, not tor
charity, but tor service. " Service means doing everything possible to
help credit union ~CJ!lbors ~ith their hopes and their problems.

3

When a member saves 1n his credit union, he 1s actually 'bu11ng
shares usuall.7 1n $5 units .

Some credit unions accept deposits under

1n. Vance Austin, QI!. £.il.. , P· 'J:7 .
2 nstatement ot Policy on Credit Unions adopted by American
~e.nkers Association,"

Banking, Voluma LV,

3ii. Vance Austin,

QR.. W,. , p. 27.

(June 9, 1963) , p. 99.
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TABLE 6

PERSONAL SAVINOS OF CREDIT UlfIONS

(In billion of dollars)1

•

Increase

Personal
Savings

Accounts in
Credit Unions

Over
.Previous
Years

%of Net
Personal
Savings

Placed in

Credit Unions
that year

Year

122.9
23.4

$ 4 .970

4. 44.3

-~

2.3%

23.

24.t

.3.870
3. 382

.488
.J.hS

2.1

23.0

2.914

./JJ7
.408

2 .039

19 .8

1.688

•.351
•.3.3.3

l ,7

53

18.9

1 .356

17~7

1.040

.315
.190

12.6

8.5

.850
.103

11.0
4. 7
13. 5

$

•

7

2.4

60
59

58

2.0

57

2. 0
.2 • .3

56
55

J.9

54

1 .7
l .J

52
51

.147
.098

l.2
1.2

50
49

.605
. 510

.095

0.9
1.7

48

.429
.369

.o60
.0.30

0.4

46

36.9
33.0

.339

.003
.014

. 01
.•04

44

27.~
11. 1
4. 2

.322
•.303
. 235

. 019

.06
.61

42
41
40

2.447

17.5
18.9

28. 7

•.336

.081

.068

0.1

47

45

4.3

1

1Cf9dit

Un1on Yearbook, 1962,

p.

49 .
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varying provisions in th3 lat-1.

They are characteristically concerned

with savings of slllall amounts of money. A i'ew members in each credit

union may have large share accounts, but a high 1,iroportion have saved
small emounts .

l·1aey lllembera had never saved a peDD,Y until the credit

union encouraged them to start.1

Savings are needed to meet loan demands, but high dividends
are discouraged as they are contrary to credit union philosophy.
Credit unions are advised to pa, dividends in line \11th the usual returns
on savings in their areas . Members expect only a fair return on their

sevings. 2
CREDIT UNION LOANS
Credit unions earnings come largely from loans to members.
The lov interest rate for loans of the size normally made by credit
unions givo them the distinction of' being the lowost cost cons1IILer
CTCdit institution.

Savings in credit unions arc not insured. Satety

is achieved in a number of ways:
1.

Credit unions are required to set aside a reserve
against losses.

2. The limitation of membership to tellov-employeea, or
to members of the same organization.

The further

limitation that loans may be made only to members,
hel_ps JJrevont the making ot unvise loans and ten-is to
to give the borrover a strong sense of responsibility
to tho grou1,.

1Lin,erenee Mason, "Some Factors Behind Crodit Union Progress,

Burroughs Clearing House, Volume XLI, (April, 1962), p. 48.

2a. M.

Gardner, Op. Cit., p. lJ .

st
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J.

Adeguate s ecurity 1s required on all loans in excess

ot ,400.1

.

Lesses on bad loans have been surpisingly low, smounting to leas
than two-tenth ot l f13r cent ot all loans made.

A reoent study of credit

union liquidations, tor all causes, including pred<Xllinantly voluntary
liquidations, bu indicated only minute losses. Fr om 1935 through 1951,
there wro 7,579 crodit unioD charters; ot these, only 1,99.1 or 26.2

percent w:re canoeled.2
Credit union \llll make ver, small loans, at timec tor

M

little as $5 or $10 loans ot a size which other lending institutions tend
to avoid.

The charge on credit-union loans may not exceed a m.ax1aum ot

lj per month on unpaid balances, inclusive ot all oharges and tees .

Thia

is a maximum truo annual rate of 12 per cent a year, or roughly equivalent

to 6 per cent diocounted.

Thus the dollar cost 1s a maximum of

'6. 50

tor 100 tor a year, or t12. so tor 24 months. Each credit union fixes
its ow rate with this limit.
cent a month.

Sometimes charges are as lov as½ or 1 per

Rates can be low because, as cooperatives, credit unions

usually have little or no expense for rent, salaries, investigations,
collections, or tederal illcome taxos.

Credit unions do not have to pq 1n-

caco taxes.
The members are usually known to the credit co:n?:11ttee, theretore,

credit investigation 1s reduced to a m1ru.muci. Even it th~ r,rospective
borrower is not knovn to the committee, the credit union, sim.m 1t is

l'J:ul

1
Arthur G. Hendricks, "Audits of Federal Credit Unions,"
Joptpol...RI Accountanc:rr Volume cv, {February, 1962), p. 56.

2John T. Croteau, "Federal Credit Union Liquidationsf 1935-1951, "
teuroel gt ~1Pft8S gt
ypiyeuity .al. Chicago, Volume VII ,
July. 1952 , p. 203.

*

formed by people vho vork together or have a eommon organization,
seldom has difficulty in securing reliable information quickly, with
little or no expense,
The vol\mle ot outstnnding consumer i~t::illi:ont loan:, for credit
tm1ons placed them slightly ahead of industrial banks in the instalment

lending tield.

Credit unions are the least important ot the consumer

credit institutions in terms of dollar volume . Credit unioas have
ranked last tar back as figures are available, their importance has in-

creased stoadily over the psst tvo decades. They account for approximately
10 per cont o£ the outeta.nd.ing consumer instalment loans, as compared with

less than 5 per cent in 1939 and as late as 1943,1 At thoir present rates
of growth, credit unions may soon pas industrial banks, and~ in the not

too distant .future equal personal tinence companies, in loan volume.
OFFERINGS OF INSURANCE

One ot the potent stimulants to credit union ~rogress is the insurance cOYerage on loans and lite savings.

It a borrowing credit union

member dies, or it he is totally end permanently disabled, his debt is
oanceledJ 1t be is ill for extended periods, his payments are made for
him.

Dividends, in form of elimination

to be unusual.

or J11ontha

premiums, are said not

Insurance costs are i,aid trom cl"edit union earnings which

are derived chiefly from interest

f.1 11

loans.

Most credit unions provide

lite insurance without extra charge, based on the amounts of the members
saving and borrowing.

Credit unions are pioneers in developing such in-

surance.
1Leslie B. Schwinn, Ql?., QJ.t., P•

56.
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Lite savings insurance is a tremendously attractive inducement to build savings. Funds invested in credit unions have a par

value ot

t s.

A member•s

ilrrestment is matched up to

t2,ooo b.r in-

surance which is paid to a designated beneticar, upon the death ot the
member. The account balance is subject to the same local law governing payment of aey other type ot savings account.

Money saved beton age 55 is matched at 100%, that saved after

55 1a subject to a depreciating ratio, at intervals, until

age 70.

Funds

deposited after the age ot 70 are not covered by- insurance. The cost

ot lite savings insurance is the same as that ot loan insurance, or
65'1 per $1,000 per month. As savings accounts ot credit tmions increase,
so do their loan totals.

M&JlT ot the credit unions :not onl.7 provide free credit 11.f'e
insurance, but also pay bank part ot their lov interest charges as a
refund at year end, cutting the cost ot the loan even further. At the
savings end, the credit unions generalJ..y otter attractive interest on
shares and the additional conYenience

or payroll deductions.

The latter

service is a quite c011111on company concession.
This kind ot competition means to banks that the highly attractive

inducements to save and borrow by using the credit unions will cause
bankers to think deeplf in an etfort to compete for tuture savings and
loan business.

Since insurance coverage is a recognized sales feature

ot credit unions, banks must weigh the cost ot similar protection on
instalment loans and a form ot lite savings insurance.

It mq be necessaJ"7

for banks to reduce other expenses to provide for it, but serious consideration and prompt action are :requisite.

The next ten years will

bear out the statement ot a credit union spokesman. Leonard Evans
quoted J.

Orrin Shipe as sayings "Even vithout the formation ot any

nev crecUt unions, existing credit unions could double their membership
it they served all ot the people now eligible to join vitbin their own
groups. n1

CCW'ETITORS AND GROWTH
A more solid objection is that credit unions are competitol'8
but they are not subject to the taxes or regulations imposed on banks.

The competiton ot credit unions have, it is said, an unfair canpetitive
advantage.

From the above source, Evans also quoted Shipe, "When the
people depend too much on the gOYermnent, the;, become subjects of the

government rather than masters ot it."

2

The only aid asked ot the

g~!"IUD8nt by the credit union is legislation enabling it to exist .

The

National anall Business Association says: "Credit Union Tax exemptions
cost everybody else . n3 The association is critical ot credit unions and
their subsidiaries .

lt claims that ever, individual taxpayer must pay

an extra /.1, income 18V1 to absorb the loss of revenue due to exemptions
granted credit unions.
1 Leonard Evans

"Kno'W Your Competition,"

LIIIX, (November, 1961~, p . 54.
2~

•• p.

3~.

55.

B@Pk1ne, Volume
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Without doubt banks have lost both depositors and borrowers
to their competitor. The t;ype ot business lose, however, is expensive
and cumbersome.

Offsetting the loss 1s the gain of the credit union

as a customer of the bank.

Innum&rable small accounts have been re-

placed by one large account .

seem desirable.

Even in the age of autcmiation this vould

A particular bank, espeoiel:17 it it is promoting in

plant banking, may be injured.

As tor banking as a wholet it seems there

has been untsir exchange.
Ever, year maey- credit unions tace problems or one kind or
another.

A large number have to be liquidated.

community, a small but growing number

As a service to the

or banks are

~ing the assets and

assuming the liabilities 0£ such faltering credit unions .

bankers are tirlding,

1s good

Such a service,

both for credit W1ions members whose in-

terests are protected, and for banks, since they gain new customers .
From the bank's point or viev these acquistions offer a valuable
way to increase business.
pro<,edure is fairly simple.

Judging by cases so far reported, the takeOYer

The bank purchases the credit union's out-

standing loans, either at par or with adjustment for deliquencies.

The

credit union then disbands, distributing its assets on a pro-rata basis
to members.

Sometimes, during the liquidation process, the credit union

gets the agreement ot its members to the convenient transfer of their
funds to individual accounts at the bank.

In table 7, the percentage

or savings var,-. Savings accounts have been unstable through the ,ears.
The largest percentage ot savings accounts vas held in 1959 and the 10\lest
in 1941, which was just prior to World War II.

tended to raise and drop.

The savings pat.tern
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TABLE 7

AVERAGE ANNUAL YIELD ON SAVINGS
IN CREDIT UNIONS,

Yield on

Yield on

Savings
Accounts in

Savings

Accounto in
Credit
Unions

Credit
Unions

Year

1930
1931
1932
1933
19.34

J •.3%
).3
3.7
3.3

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

2.4$

19.35
1936
1937
1938
1939

2. 7
2.5
2.6
2.6

1950

2•.3
2.6
2.7

Year

J.l

2.4

1951
1952
1953
1954

1940
1941
1942

2.2

1955

1944

2 .. 5

1943

2.0

2.5
2.5

1956

1957
1958
1959
1960

1Stat1a;t,1ca1 Abstract gt~ United

2. 2

2.3
2.4

2.3

2.9

2.5
2.a
3.1
3.5
.3.4
4.1

4.0

1

§kt.es, 1961, P• 455.

Often, the liquidatio~ ot the credit union is tied to the introduction

ot an in-i.J.ant banking program.
A stua,- of 3,W credit unions operating in industrial groUl)s

throughout the United states shows tbata
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1.

Eighty-one percent were given .free ottice space by
their employers.

2.

Forty-two percent vore granted some company time in

which to perform work in connection with the credit
union.
3. Thirty-tour peroont vere allowed pqroll deductions.
(This increase the efficiency of the credit union
in encouraging regular habits ot tbritt and eliminates many- of the common causes ot loan delinquency.

4.

Twenty-eight percent were given some tree clerical
assistance by their employel"S. (This tends to drop
otf as the Cl'8dit union passes its formative stage
and grows into a self-sustaining organization.1

The compaey will often provide quarters tor the credit union,
too, to help it along. Most sources contacted agree that employee interest is basic to credit union success.
support in money, time, and effort.
credit union fails .

The enterpr ise requires member

ll this support is lacking, the

It is not difficult to run a credit union, but

there bas to be sufficient interest so that members wlll put savings

and work into it.
The importance of credit unions should not be JDeaaured solely
by dollar volume.

Theil- large and increasing number, tbeir wide-epread

location, their convenience and low cost, and their rapidl,1 grO\ling
membership give them an inapol"tance far greater than their aggregate
dollar would indicate.

Table 8 produces some veey impressive and informative data.
The operations of credit unions in the United States are reviewed tor
1Lester Mason, "Some Factors Behind Credit Union p rogress, "
Bun:oughe Clearing House, Volume LXXX, (April, 196.3), pp. 48-49.

so
a halt century. From 1953 to 19S4, credit unions experienced their
greatest growth as measured by number ot active Cl'edit unions. The
number ot members has progressed at an average rate ot growth for 1943 to
1945 when credit unions felt a decline in membership. Tbe recordings ot

savings started in 1944 with $.338,71.3,38.3 and 14,970,.328,125 recorded in
1960. Credit unions' reserve and assets as revealed in table 8 never

encountered a decline.
The prognosis tor continuing growth ot the credit unions is
bright e.s these cooperative associations move forward on a solid basis
found on a half century

ot experience. The Federal Credit Union Aot.

as amended in 1959, is probably the most modern ot credit union laws and
and will permit Federal Credit Unions to better serve their

5i million

members.

The credit \lllions, having weathered the econanic crisis ot
the past 50 years, are todq in a favorable position for expanding their

services not onl.7 to new groups but to the existing membership as well .
The7 will be faced with an increasing demand tar larger loans as the
cost of goods and services continue to climb and consumer buying habits
continue to shift toward fiurchase of durable goods. The present distribution or members ' savings acco\!Dts, vith its preponderance of large
accowts held b7 relatively few members, might lead to t\1ture difficul-

ties tor some credit unions unless action 1s taken to encourage systematic
savings by larger proportion of the membership.

TA.BLS 8

UNITED STlTES CREDIT UNIOBS 0PEIW'I0ISs 1909-196(),
(ln ■illian ot dollara)

Year

,,

Number ot act1• •
Credit Unicna

6o

20,047

58
,1

19,452
18,838
16, 20.)
l7 , 2!S6

56

,,"

54

52
5l

'°

th11ber of
Meabera
12,0)7, ,))
11, 262, '81

10,431,606
9,819,4,2

16,201

9 , 061, 339
s,1,3,641

15,073

?,3,,,642

4,090,721
3, ?49,047

?02,989,666

)l8,71J, '83

8 ,808

2,933,507

9,000

9, 223

43
42
4l
40

9,767
9,891

~

7,964

9 ,023

) , 02) ,60.3

3,144,60)

:,, '°1o, '10

2,826,612

2,m,18,

1, 668,262

7,059
6,10,

1,,,e,171

),372

641 ,7'?

~~ffl

ffl:m

,,241

32

1,612

29

974

~

p~l

09

2,039,294,.483

9,921.

B,?64

~

2,446,846,:n,

8,0,.&Se,8?'

,,196,'9.3

8,68)

.3,36

2 ,914,1%1. , '90

4,610, 278

45

38

3, 381,s,o,e,2

l ,688, J29 ,t3'/2
l , 355,820, 07'1

l ,.339,8'9
, ,019,748
2,842,989

:n

4,970,)28,l.3,

4,436,'96,2'4

6,635, 543
,,888,2!7

9,338

44

• 3,669,s,,,889

13,?03
12,291
11, 28)
10,'91

49
/Jl

47
l.h

S.ving, (Sb&Na
and Depoa1ta)

l , l70,44S

~:~

08 000

-n:310

1,040,437, 236
604,757, 29,
'°9,71),710
428, ?lS, '711,
369,122,697
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TABLE

Loans Outstanding

S~optinued

Assets

Reserves

to Members

$ 4,377,.305,517

3,707,712,~7
3,078,287,068
2,778,305,187
2,326,167,885
1,933,866,150

$

Z,2,284,887
232,207;013
197,f:J:J4,237
165,257,432
136,520,194
109,932,462

1,552,050,289
1,307,502,648
985,044,812
747,084,026
679,864,572

91 ,068,892
75,053,793
66,572,058

515,824,566

43,239,509
.35,311,,446
31,299,347
27,497,128

398,.386,957
283,649,206
190,066,160
127,903,039
120,955,39!5
122,468,130
148,771,672
219,855,642
190,250,726

59 ,421>,468
52,0?4,.361

24,416,088

21,547,218

•

5,653,475., 890
5,024,163,414

4,345,513,247
3,813,447,173
3,270,944,723

2,743,441,284

2,270,354,609
l,895,lo6,60o
1,,16,118,652
1,198,327,876
1,005,475,598

827,088,969
701,,461,389

591,12.6,677
495,249,012
234,622,/.P>?
397,929,814
355;262,808

340,347,742
322,214,816
253,149,629

193,599,772
147,293,898
116,337,733

148,773,153

82,817,246

50,336,168

40,212.,112
J5,496,6C e

31,416,072

19;r;ed,it

Ynion Ioa,rbgok., 1962, P• 41.

CRAFTER IV
POSTAL SAvnms

ESTABLISHMENT
Tho postal saV11J8S system va.s established by an act of Collgl'ess of
1
June 25, 1910.
Its creation had been advocated for many dacades, but chiefly
because of the opposition of the banking fraternity nothing could be accomplished until the numerous ban1' suspensions incident to the }l31lic ot 1907
somewhat underminded the bankers' prestiae.

Those who advocated the establish-

ment 0£ savings tacil1ties under the auspices of the federal goverm::ent argued

that the system would p1:ovide savings depositaries in those canmunitios which
lacked banks, that it would encourage habits or thritt among those who had
no trust in banks, that it would make available tor productive uses tbe private
hoards

ot those savet~ 1i1ho refused to deal with the

banks, and that it would

prevent the sending or funds abroad by immigrants tor deposit 1n foreign
public banks.
The familiarity ot our immigrant population with public savings
banks operated 'by municipalities and b7 post office department in their

home countries, and their skepticism respecting the satet1 of the banks of
our country, a skepticism which vas hardly to be condemmed as ill -founded

have been cited ~s sufficient reasons in themselves for the establislnent ot

1Herbert

v.

Procbno-w, American Financial Institutions, (Nw Yorks

.Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1959) , p . 543 •
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the postal, savings system. The chief argument in opposition

\IM

federal government would be competing vith private enterprise.

tagonistic posi tions were to a degree r econciled by provisions

that the

The an-

or

the

legislation ot 1910 which authorized the redeposit of most of t he postal

savings deposits tJitb the banks.
The movement aimed at the establishment ot postal snvings banks

in the United States had been under way for some years bafore it. \laa realized.
Various presidents of the United ·States as well as pcstmastors-genoral, ~ r

vhoee j urisdiction such banks would be organized and operated• had re-

commended the establishment of such a system as was in operation in various
countries in Europe.

The movement encountered. the pcwerful oppooition of

the banking interests.

Thi.D opposition was based on a mistakon bel iot that

the postal savings bank vould compete vith banks' already in operation.
'Amon WeiJ:ler bas said:
The advocates of the postal savings banks denied tbis
and pointed out that depositors would not take their
monoy out o£ savings banks ,,hich paid them tbroo per

cent interest and deposit these savings in postal savings
banks p¢ng them a lower rate of interest. The competition ,:ould not be tO\iard postal savines banks and those
banks already in operation but between postal savings
and bed- ticks• Mason jars• and v"rious other recevtacles
where people kept their money. The postal savings banks
would provide a safe place for hoarders to keep their
money.1

·

·

llo&1·dera had little or no faith in banks as a result

or their

disastrous experiences vith some private banks and had a great .detl ot ~aith
1n the United States governemant.

1Amon We1m~r, "Low Road to Glas~ow ••• Post Ottice Savings Bank,"

&onom1at,

Volme

ccn.

{April

1s,

1963), p . 275.

.
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lMPORTANCE OF THE SY~
In view of the total savings deposits held b7 all savings institutions in the United States, it could be said that postal savings
system did not gain a position ot significance until the banking collapse

ot the early 19.30 1s led

many people to transfer their savings tram banks

to the post offices. E\ten then, the ;postal savings system remained relatively unimportant 1n comparison with the mutual sav1ngs banks and the
savings departments ot commercial banks.

It was revealed in one of our

government publications thati
The moet active ,ear before 1945 was the fiscal 7ear
ending on June 30, 19.30, vhen deposits totaled $167,ooo,ooo,
and the depositors n\DDbered 566,ooo. A decline in the amount of deposits and in the number of depositon, took
place during the l920's, but beginning vith 1940, a rapid
expansion ot the use ot the postal savings s:,stem developed.1
With the establishment or federal deposit insurance, ma.D1' people

believed that the postal aavinp system shrink in :IJDpoYt~ce ar.d thereby
indicate that its uaetw.ness vas a thing o! the past. Despite such opinions
and view, a degree

ot expansion has continued to the J:11'8&ent time.

DEPOSITS
An account may be opened and deposits made by an, ccapotent person

of the age o£ 10 years or over in bis or her ow name, vith a }i()st office
with an initial deposit as low as five dollars. Postal-savings deposits,
which may be made in person, through a representative, or b7 mail, are

1Postmaster General, !P[9m1;ion ~~United §totaa Pogtal
~ System, (Washington, D. c.: United States Government Printing
Office), p . 4.

evidenced by certificates llhich are issued in denominations ot $5, $10,

$20, $50, $100, $200, t500, 11,000

and

$2,500. The certifioates are made

out 1n the namo of the depositor, serve as receipts, and a.re valid until
paid.

Only doposits of round dollar amounts are accepted.

Instead ot em-

ploying passbooks , the postal savings system issues certificates 1n de-

nccinations tran five dollars to two thousand and f'ive-hundred dollars to'r
each deposit made .

Joseph Howard Bonneville bas pointed out2

"Such cer-

tif'icates are neither trana.terable nor negotiable. The max:1mum deposits
ot &IJ¥ one individual is placed at $2,500."1
Certificates which have been lost, stolen, or destroy-ed will be
replaced by new ones, and the postmaster at e.rq depos1toey post ottice
v1ll assist the depositor in applying tor them.

A depositor mq not have

to hie credit more than $2,500, exclusive ot accumulated interest, and
this amount may be deposited at one time it desired.

It is not pemissible

to open an account for less than $5 nor ma,y tractions ot a dollar or less
than $5 be added to an existing acco\Dlt.

Before 193S, the postal savings system 11&id interest onl.7 on deposits that remained with tor at least a yeer• but since then interest
has been P83'able on accounts left vith the post offices for three months.

Now, a deposit made on arr, ciq of the month begins to earn interest on the

first day- of the ne:xt succeeding month. Arthur Hanson stated:

The Banking Act of 1935 forbids the post ottice to
pay interest in excess of that vhich, according to
the regulations ot the Board ot Governors, ma, be

1Joeeph Hovard Bonneville, ~onia'5Pr aw,.
(R$W York: Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1957 , p. ~7.

Finane1PB Bue1Peee,
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paid by

near-by member banks ot the Federal

lleserve System to their own sayings del)OS1tors. The limitation thus tar has been
ot little imJ)Ortanoe, since the lovest rate
set bf the Board ot Gcwernors bu been 2t
r,er cent, while the post office rate vas
2 per cent.1

At the close ot the ,ear ot 1961 there were 5,484 depositories
1n operation,

including 636 brancbes

and

stations. This compares with

5,923 on June 30, 1960. The principal to the credit ot postal savings

depositors at the close ot the year, represented b7 certitioates ot deposit outst.ond1ng, was 1699,527,699, a decrease ot ll.36,271,970, or 16,.3

percent, since June 30, 196o. As ot June 23, 1961, the a'Yerage amo'W>.t per
depositor vaa J,02, a decrease ot $)8 or 7 JIGl' cent. The number ot depositors
decreased from 1,550, 930 to 1,397,538. Thia represents a reduction or

1~3,392, or 9 .9 per cont in the number ot accounts,
Tablo 9 points out ~he grovth ot savings at ditteNnt intervals .
Personal oaTinge made during 1960
\las

-to

poetal eurlnga were 10.8 million, Tb1s

a decrease o~ tvo-tenth:J million dollars over the prniows J'ear, 19!i9.

The savings in this illetitution reached a record in 1947. The record,

$3 .5 nillion, ropreeented an increase ot only
personal saTings.

the years ot 1936

t.1

billion over 1946 in

The most important indicator in postal eninge we
and 194?

1o1hen there was a large expansion in savings .

Postal savings continue to shov same groving ability to meet the memben'
thrU"t needs and to help them promote their ow econcaic wlfare.

Postal

savings held its largest amount 0£ deposits in 1933, 1935, 1945, 1947, and

1950.
1Arthur Hanaon, Peraopal ~ s Priilqiples
(Homewood, lllinoias R. D. I.n,tn, 1954) , p. 117.

1114 g,ua frnl>1ema.
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TABLE 9

INVESTMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS

IN POSTAL SAVINGS

(In million ot dollars) 1

Year

Amount ot Deposit

1929
1930
1933
1935
1940

169
250

1,229

1,229

1,.342

1945
1946
1947

3,013
3,.309

3,11:fl

1948

.3,035

1955

1,985

1958

1,212

1,016

1959
196o

836

1961

712

1962

591

1

;>'ta!,ist1s;tl Abstract

flt~

United States, 1963,

1
p.

466.

According to the Federal Reserve Bulletin, Postal saTings funds

amounting to $17,846,.397 were on deposit in interest-bearing t111te accounts with 484 banks at the close of the 1961 fiscal 7ear. Dur~ the

year the Board ot Trustees decreased its holdings ot United Statos
securities b7 $125 million par value and book value. The aggregate in-

vestment as ot June JO, 1961, 1n securities or the United States Government was $720,703,000 par value, $717,064,8~ book value after amortization charges.

During the year 14,760 postal eaYings accounts
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aggregating S29.3,039, wich had beon inactiTe tor 20 ;years, vere claasi-

b

of June 30, 1961, the BoaJ'd ot Trustees held 109 , 190
such unclaimed accounts aggregating fl ,963,502.1

tied as unclaimed.

The depositor in the J,Oetal savings s7stem is permitted at rm, time

to withdraw ill or put ot hie del,iosite, with 8!J3 inte~st pa.rablo theNon,
fran the post office llhere the deposits wn ma~.

It withdrawal ot a de-

posit is made vithin one month trm the date ot issue as shown on the

certificate surrendered, there vil1 be a service charge of 20 cents tor ea.ob
certiticate ( regardless ot den<llination) surre~erad. The w1thdravals

118)'

be made 1n person, through a representative, or b7 mail, where the account 1a

maintained,

It may be necessary at times to give advance notice ot vithdrawals,

particularlJ' if the amount is larger than normali, exi:;ected, as a postmaster
mq be temporarily short ot available tuDds. Accounts ma, be transterred

tram one post ottice to another vithout loss ot intenst tor

the convenience

ot those depositors llbo change their residence.

.

Due to limited inf'ormation in regards to •earnings and exp3nee1, apace
vill be alloted here

tor a brief statement. From obeenationa of the same

source, we notice the

system earned

net income ot $1,668,386 £or ti,1cal 7ear

1961, after charges ot t3,823,72l tor tully allocated Poet Otfico De~nt
obligations. Thie compares v1th tJ,035,296 net inoorae tor fiscal year 196o

alter similar eXF9nse ohargea ot $3,974,420.

The pl'flioua· faota account tor

the decrease 1n net income, which is due prhlarU, to the d.eoli.ne in postal

eavings tlUlde available

tor imestment. The decrease in allocated exi:,enees

1nReport on Postal Se.vi1148," PederQl
(September, 1962), p. 1033.

&,seryo

pulletip. :llolme LVII,
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is attributable to the decline in the number ot post otricea handling postal s ~wings accounts, offset in part by the effect ·of the general increase in

salaries on July 9, 196o.
TAX.ABILITY

The question of vhether postal savings deposits are subj ect to
taxation has not been passed upon by- the courts .

c.

H, Douglas believes:

• • •• •that such deposits and the interest paid thereon
State, county, and municipal authorities unless exempted as e matter ot policy or by epeoUic
legislation.
~ •• postal savings deposits are subject to
estate and inheritance taxea, 1

may be taxed by

The article by c. B. Douglaa points out that interest credited to
postal savings eocounts on moneys deposited prior to March 1, 1941, in the
various depository offices is wholly eDmpt from Federal income tax. Interest credited to postal savings accounts on moners deposited on or atter
March l, 1941, is not exempt from income taxes nor or heree.f'ter imposed by

the United States.
USE OF FUNDS

The postal savings legislation requires the board ot trustees to
maintai:l with the Treasurer of the United States a redemption or safety
fund amounting to 5 per cent of the deposits .

The remaining 95 per cent

may be redeposited with banking institutions or invested in direct or

guaranteed obligations of the United states government. Investment in

1c.

H. Douglas, "Recommended Ch"''l'lgee in Public Regulation ot
F~ciel Institutions, 11 Burroughs CleariJl& ~ , Volume LVI,
(January, 1964)• p. 55.
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government securities is mandatory it the f r esident decides that the
public interest so requires, or if local banks ref'use to accept postal

savings funds on deposit.

In selecting banks as depositories, the board of trustees ot the
postal savinge system must give J:eri'erence to member bank.a or the Federal.
Reservo System.
aDd

AJlT bank selected must provide security for

Par a rate of interest

in excess

or that paid b1

the deposits

the post office to its

depositors • .Paul Braverman has said:
Security for redeposits or less than 1, 000 is simply
provided by insurance \11th the FDIC, but deposits

1n excess of that amount must be safeguard bJ the
pledge ot treasury obligations. Total redeposits
with acy banking institution must not exceed the
amount of its capital plus one half ot its surplus. 1
INTEREST

In recent years, the banks have shown little interest in accepting the funds

or

the postal savings system as redeposits.

Tho rate ot

interest required on such deposits, which has beon 4½- per cent, is generally
in excess of that paid b7 tho banlcn diroct to their own depositOl"SJ and, ot
course, the banks do not have to pledge seclll"ities to safeguard their own
depositors. As a result, the great part of I,iOstal savings funds have been

Reserve
Bulletin, at the end of May, 1954, of total postal savings deposits or
invested in government csecurities.

It

\188

noticed in the Fed§tal

lE . F. Thomas, "llational Savincs, 11 lk,pk;ipgr Volume XLVI,

(April, 1963), p. 62.
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13,091,ooo,ooo, only $5,000,000 were redeposited vith banka . 2
Another instrument the postal savings system use is the issuing ot
stamps.

Postal eaYings stamps are not made out in depositors• names, as

are postal savings certiticates, nor a.re they nwbend ~erially. The post

office does not keep a record

or

them. They c;annot be replaced it lost or

destroyed, as can the certificates; and a03one finding or stealing them can
cash them, which is not possible in the ca3e of the certificates .

Car-

ti£icatea lost, or stolen vill bo replaced upon identification, and this is

rendered easier if the i;.ostal savings depositor

kOOJ'S

a soparate rocord ot

the serial numbers of the certiticates.
Accounts are opened for individuals, \tlth regard to the residence

ot the del,lositor, but a person

may not at the same time have core than one

postal savings account either at the same post office or a different post
office.

Deposits will be accepted trom only individuals, and no account will

be opened in the name of any corporation, association, society-, firm, or

partnership, or 1n the names of two or more persons jointlYJ neither will
an account be opened in the name of one porson in trust £or or on behalf ot

another person or persons .
Aey person connected Yith the Post Office De~artment or Postal Service
is not pemitted to disclose the name or acy depositor or to give any in-

formation concerning a particulsr account to any person other than the
holder, unless directed to do so b7 the Postmaster General . Tho account ot
a l'l18rl'ied person is free from aey inter.f'orence or control by the husband or
wife.

2op.

Cit., Federal, ooem BµlJQtin , 1'· 10.34.
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For a veq descriptiTe explanation in regards to interest,

Arthur Hanson explaina2
The certificates begin to draw interest on the tirst day

of the month following the month in vhicb the money is
depooited. It money is deposited on December 15, 1961,

fer example, interest will start on January 1, 1962.
The earliest date on 'Which interest CBD be collected
vould be April 1, 1962.

It the 1.nterest 1e not collect-

ed until January 1, 1962 (really January 2, since the

New Ienr•s Day is a holiday) a tull yoar•s interest w1ll
be collected, and interest on the renewal certificate
vill start on J:muar,y l, 1962. This is true it the interest is collected an:r time during the month ot Januar:,,
1962. It interest is collected, the old certificate 1s
endorsed and returned . lt the depositor wishes to redeposit the principal and interest, the reneval certificate will begin drawing interest on May 1, 1962. 1
The deI,-ositor really loses one m.onth •s interest

bJ' cashing in tbe

certificate. Mocey must be on deposit tor even quartel'8 ot the yr;ar 1n

order to ccllcct interest for the particular quorter or quarters. It
interest. has been running on an accowt tor a full year, or a i'ull year
and

even a quarter, the intorest can be collected without any loss of in-

terest on the reinvestcont of the money. In order not to lose

any

interest

it is advisable that a depositor leave his mone7 in at least a full year,
or year and even quarter, before collecting the interest.

It a person does not collect his interest at the end of the year,
the interest for the second year will be computed only on tho principal

In other -words, the interest does not compound.

amount .

In respect to both the princiI,al amount

and the interest, postal

savings are diroot obligations of the United States Government. In Melvin

1

Arthur Hanson, ~. Q,U,.., p . 117.
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Pellive 's etatellent, nsinca our gove:rment i s the strongest financial~
in tho vorld today, it oan be said that i:,ostal savings, along vith United
States Government bonds , are the safest investment in the vorld todq. "1
Furthermoro, postal savin~ constitute one 0£ tho most liquid inveet.uents

i:,ossible .
b7

too

For a short-tam investment the ro.te is highor than that paid

governmont on its short-term obligations.

Ono of tho disadvante.ge9 of postal savings is that it is often
not a convenient as a bank or savings and loan account . For somo people
of somo mGans tha $2,500 limit on daposits is a drn:wback.

Postal savings

is a aato tom ot investment, but one \11th which th& average i:orson is not

£amili.ar or acquainted.

1M-,lvin l'ellive , ttRates and Bank Earnings,"
LXXX, (11ovember, 1962), p. JJ', .

B,okers,

Volll:Ii8

CHAP!'ER V

SAVINGS AND LOAN i!.SSOCIATIOHS
The tirst savinga and loan aseociatioDB in America, similar to the
building societies in E.nglandt was organized in 1831 in Frankfort, now

a part l'hlladel~hia., Ponnaylvania.

M:iey of the esrly organizations prior

to 1850, \H3re organized as teminating associations for the sole purpose of
enabling eaoh momber to acquire a home .

In many of these cases, a sufficient

number of meribers would j oin in the beginning so that the monthly payment

of 10, or some suoh sum, would provide enough money to build one member a
home each month.

In some cases there we a drawing each month, and the most

fortunate member received the i'unds to build his hOtll.8 at once and secured bis
obligation to pa,y monthly until all members received the money for a home hr
a mortgage on his home .

This provided 100 per cent of the money for a lot

and a home and, in some cases, no interest 'W8S charged.

These terminating

associations rendered a great service for about a generation.
The pe:r.manont aasocietiona were organized in Charlton, Dayton, South

Carolina., and elsewh~re.

These associations accepted new members f'rom dq

to day and ~nts wre made to t.bem eitber 1n regular installments or at
the option ot the membor.

They loaned money for the financing

and charged interest in the customtll'1 canner,

The pemanent aoeoeiations

made great progress fTa11 about 1900 until about 19.30.
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MATURE OF THE INDUSTRY
Tho savings and loan indUstry ie highly opecialiced. The loans
of Fedoral t.ssociationa consist principally of the typical single-fwly-

dwolling mortgage, not in excess of f.35,000,
on princival and interest.

and

requiring monthly l'S11ll&nts

other types are limited by regulations. Property-

improvement loans are limited by reg\llat1on. There is a 15 per cent ot the
total assets

or

the etsociation1 and a.re further limited as to

Sl:lount and

repeyment terms, excer,t ror FHA Title I Loans and Veteran's Guaranteed Loans .
other than in theso types ot loans, no more than 20 per cent of the asset

of the association may b9 invested.
It a savings and loan association is faced

mth a situation in which

the princi1,1al assets are loens, and the:re is little diversification 1n such
loans, either geographically or by type of collateral.. Such a concentration of loans would be viewd vith alarm 1n most lending situations.
The speeializo4 nature ot the industcy, its expertness 1n tho real
.'

'

estate field, and oound regulatory practices, tend to minimizo tho undue
r~ks which ~Qlild otherwise be present in a higblf concentrated loan JJOrttolio.

Another very imi;ortant factor ~-n minimizing the risks is the almost

universal practice ot requiring monthly payments of both principal and interest.

This practice not only improves the lt,at1 eituation tor the associa-

tion, through reduction ot the ratio

~ the

l ~ m to the value of the

collateral, but it encourages savings habits. tor the bo1Twers which
eventually put m&n3

vestors.

or

them on the otherside

or

the balance sheet as in-
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ECONOt~IC SIGNIFICillCE
The acce~tanoe ot savillgs

or the

~ublia and the inves~ient of

~ e i'und.s by the savings and loan associations is a service to the United

Stat-es econolllf

1e

ot great importance .

In the capital market:. tho annual

increase 1n aavinge acoount5 is tbe lnrgest single eom~onent
of funds.

or tho supply

Likewise, b<""!e mor-tgages, in vhich cu.ch of regular s a ~ are

invested, comprise tht't lnrg~st single Cotlfonont, by taro! the demancl ror
fundo . 1 Su.ch :savings and investment ai·e vital to the progreaa end crowth

ot the nation.
Acoordillg to Peace and Hcmer, in tho late l950'a there was renewed
attention -to the economic importance or savings, and particulerly to savings
do1-osits and cavings a.ccotmts-

Among tbo financial. inotitutions exiated

vo~y intonsil'icd competition tor t~o favor ot tho public and tho 0~1JOrtunit7

to be entrusted with sovings.
!ll'ld

Bomor

*'Novhoro

S~.J';

'W::lS

In regard to the frevious ctato:l!Onts, Peace
cor.11,etition stiffer than among co:cmercial banks,

1:1utuol ~avingo banks end loan associntions . 112

J..mong tho financial institutions existed ver, intonsified competition

i'or the f o.vor of the plblic and the op1,ortunity to bo entrusted uith savings .

Fundamento.l,

or

course, 1e the seeking of 'Whtlt is deemed fair treatmant of

nou oarni.n8s under the federal income 'tax laY.

Rivlllr;r -we.a keen in new

e.nd attractive office quarters, 1n range of services offorod and in edvertiei.ng and r,ublic ralations .

Competition ~as oharp in rate of interest or

dividend.

1Robert H. Peaao and Homer V. Cherr~on, ~rtgyes ~WW,
(llov York• llolt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , 1953~ P• 178.
2

11uJi.,

p . 179 .
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FEDERAL INCOME TAX

Speoial treatment baa been afforded savings and loan associations
under the Internal Revenue Code with :respect to an allowable deduction
!r<im taxable income

ot a provision for loa.n losses. The association is

}Jermittod to deduct encb year as an addition to its reserve for loan
losse.s, an amount limited by- (1) the amount of its taxable income for the

· year, bet"oro deducting the loan loss 1:>rovisiont and (2) tho amount by' llhich
12 fer cent of the total withdra~abl.e accounts of investors at the end of
the year exceeds the sum or its surplus, undivided profits and reserves at

.

the beginning of the year.

PROTECTION FOR SAVINGS
Savings e.nd Loan Associations ot America not onl1 are the eoundlJ'
managed providing tor stable competition, but they are amply protected
through insurance, thus supply-1.ng additional stability for competition.
Each and every Federal and State Chartered Savings and Loan Association 1s
a member of tho Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.

This in-

surance corporation guarantees the safet:, or savings in Federal Savings and
Loan Associations up to ~10,000 tor eaoh insured member.
Although all federally chartend Savings and Loan Associations
Ql'a required by law to be inaurod, it vae provided by state statues that
any

qual.1.tied state charaterod Savings and Loan Association might aleo

obtain equal insurance protection tor the accounts of ita savers and in-

vestors from the Federal Savings

and

Loan Insurance Corporation.

All such insured associations are also members ot the Federal Hane
Loan Bank Syetem and enjoy tbe same credit and additional services }lrovided

..
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b1 them to all the federally chartered savings

and

loan associations.

Al l inaured state chartered savings and loan associations provide
similar protection tor accounts, $10,000 maximum tor each insUl"ed member,
and

must conform to the requirements ot the Federal Savings and Loan In-

surance Corporation vith respect to reserves and other specified matters.
To provide additional proteotion, Federal Associations are
required at each dividend date to transfer to tbe proper reserve an amount
equal to at least

5% ot the net earnings ot the speoitic aasocia.tion. Also,

insured associations must accumulate resenes equal to 5% ot their insured
savings amount vithin a period of twenty years. Futhermore, the7 must

continue transterring to resenes at each dividend rate until the aggregate
reserves or the association equal lOJ ot its outstanding capital.
As a tinal consideration of the origin and atructm-e ot the savings
and loan s7Stem, preparato17 to tull appreciation of the cC1Dpetitive position

of this system which ve shall consider cloaelf ver, shortly, let us e:xarn1ne
membership. Before granting a charter to a Federal or State chartered insured savings and loan association, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board makes
a thorough investigation ot the assoc1at1on•s management, need, usef'ulness
and probable success

ot the association

1n its coamunit1.

The f'oregoing material considering the Federal Savings and Loan

Association as to organisation, protection end membership scrutinization
indicates this institution is a capable competitor tar personal incC1De.
However, the best laid pl8JJB occasionally tail. Therefore, we must in-

vestigate and E'xam1oe the Sarlnga and Loan Association further and all ov
statistics to verity tacts.
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RATES ON PERSONAL SAVINGS
Prior to the late 1950's dividend rates ot
oven more, bad bean ottered by Savings
to the

3%

or

and Loan

3½%, 4%, occasionall1

Associations, in contrast

lt% interest offered by the mutual am the

commercial banks.

The banks argued that the public did not understand the ditference betveen
the two seta of figures and often went blindly £or the hi3hest offer.

Actuall1, money invested in savings and loan association shares is not

deposited but is capital put into the business ot lending money. The return
being a dividend, based on the protitability ot that business.

Brooks

says in article entitled "Changing in Savingp, 11 Money paid tor ehares cannot alwa,s be withdrawn as .heel.y as bank deposit&J 1D times ot stress a
savings and loan can decline to completely bu, back its shares tor en extended time without being in default • 1

A rate -war

\188

actll8111 touched ott 1n December, 1960, vhen the

Federal Reserve Board permitted canmercial banks to raise their rates
trm a tl.at ~ on ell savings account to /.$ on deposit held a year or
more and ~

on savings lett on deposit tor shorter terms.

2

The Federal Reserve•s move ws aimed chiefly at helping Nev York's
big mone,1-market

banks

attract and retain foreign deposits, but tbe biggeet

effect turned out to be on the domestic tront. Commercial banks 1n m.an.r
cities had been smarting under stilt com.petition trom snings and loan
1

T. A. Venstra, •National SavingsJ Rate~ Coming Dow,1t Egonqmt,gt,
Volume CXCI, (J'1119 6, 1960), p . 733.

2w.

M. Kipli.rl8er, "Rainy...Oay Mone11 Where to Put It Nov,"

PbaPviDfl ~ , Volume XVI, (June, 1962) , p. 7.

7l

associations and mutual savings banks,, whose allowable rates were bipo2'.

They quickly mO'V'ed to raise thGir ovn rates and thus narrow the spread.
Then the thrift institutions retaliated in turn.
\ileeks of.

During the first six

1959, 229 savings banks posted rate increases,

and savings and

loan associations tacked on an additional ¾% or ~ - West Coast Savings
and Loan

Association went to 4.'11, after the giant Bank ot America, with

$5.5 billion in savings deposits, moved up IS on one-year old deposits . 1

.

Today, the better associations pr-ovide tor high return on onos

mone7 and safety or prinoi}Jal. 'W . M. Kiplinger statess

Four or five years ago only a few a.ssoointions vere ~
as high as ~ . Now 4'/, is camnon, end in most places 4½J
is not uncomznon, while in fast-growing aroas, such as the
West Coast, f'edernlly insured associations are ottering
4 3//S to 4.8%. In a few instances in Illinois, insured
aasociations will pq 5% on mone7 lett n tor three to
tour years and 5k% on money left for eight. 2
Most savings and loan associations arc mutual savings mst1tutions,
'Which IJ18ans that they are directly controlled by the savers vho r,ut their
f'unds into the association. Thero are sixteen ate.tea that permit oavings
and

loan aesooiations to issue i:,eraanent or guarantee shares ot stock in-

etoad ot setting themselves up as mutual. Out of approzimatel.T 6,200
savings and loan associations in th$ country todq, onl1 about five lnmdnd
are stock end the remainder are mutual.

The demam tor no1i1 housiDg has

pUabed mortgages rates abaYe the level prevailing for other savings institutions, resulting as an advantage for savings end loan associations.

1&yes Brooks, "Changing in Savings," fortJWflr Volume LXVII,
(Mey,• 1961), p . 41.

2i>au1 Robertoon, "Interest Ratos not yet Adjusted," Egpnqp1et,
Volume XL, (October, 1961), p. 151.

?2

This tact has enabled savings and loan associations to pay the highest

rates tor personal savings. According to the latest Federal Home Loan
B31lk Board figures available, West Coast savings and loan associations

last year paid an average of 3.9~ tor savings; compared to the national
savings and loan associations average ot 3.55% and to the .3% maximum that

the Federal Resene Board allows commercial banks to pay. Most large
1
Calttornia savings and loan associations are now paying

*•

Savings and loan associations operate on a small capital base.
For the nation as a whole, savings and loan association capital tuDds cane
to less than 71, ot assets.

This means that $1 or capital 'lilill support

about $15 in earning assets-either contributed by savers or borrowed tr<D
the capital market or the Home Loan Bank.

These taotors c0111bi.ned have en-

abled them to grov tar taster than their OQQ,petition.

According to one

analyst, from l9SO through 1960 time deposits at California banks will have
grown tram

15.5 billion to $9. 3 billion, up 75. 5~. The savings and loan

associations savings accounts are expected to multiply tive

and

one--halt

times from $1. 2 billion to ta.9 billion. Thie is about double the rate
of increase in savings and loan savings tor the nation as a vhole. 2
A

series ot actions b7 the Federal Home Loan Bank Board vas

designed to guide the unstable "rate var" among savings and loan associations ,

The most unbearable action was a limit of 5~ of total assets on

the amount ot money the.ta savings 8?ld loan association could get through

1M. J . Ro ant, "Sarlng• and Loan Stocks Have the Flutters, 11
8115
B)l§inass ~ . Volume MDCI, (l·iay 7, 1962) , p . 137.
2.I)wl., p . 139.
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a savings and loan broker.

Brokers channel funds from savers 1n lov in-

terest rates areas, }Jrinoipally the East, to high- rate savings and loan
associations .

They have boon an imPQrtant source of funds tor

Coast savings and loan associations.

SOlll8

West

High yielding government bonds caused

a aharp increaso in competition !or savings .

The savings and loan associa-

tions wre not seriousl1 hurt by the Treasury' s Laws ot December, 1960.
There was some selling of savings and loan stocks by investors who were
trlgbtened b7 vhat the 'l'reasur, might do it
dividual savings.

it wanted to compete for in-

The investors 'Who lett their shares are hoping that the

rate ot increase in savings and loan associations aseets will continue.
The7 have a very stead7 rate ot earnings that runs close to 1 . /J, o.t gross

assets .

This asset growth led to the formation or holding companies.
Through holding companies, a number of small savings and loan association can get together and achieve economies that are not possible for
ind1y1dual associations.

Among the centralised senices a holding compal\Y

can provide are advertising programs, management tra.i ning, and audit statts .
In addition, it is {;Ossible to shift funds from one savings and loan association to another in line with the greatest demand tor loans, and thus get

tho highest possible return on the compaey' s mone7.
COMPETnm THROUGH ADVERTISma

In 1959, a total of $14,500,000 Yas spent on advertising by
various savings and loan associations in Calitornia. This amounted

to

12' ot the

total expenses of the association.
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anall state chartered associations, \lith less than $10,000,000
in assets, s{iend larger protortionately amolmt on advertising (0. 26j t o

to

o.28% or assets)

to 0 . 23% of assets) .

than did the larger chartered associations (0.13%

In dollar terms, the picture is reversed and the

average advertising expenditure per state ohartered association with less
than $7,000 llhile it was almost $488 ,500 per association mnong the .f'our
with $200, 000,000 or more in assets.1

The savings and loan institutions have been advertising heavily
in metropolitan newspapers, television and radio.

The advertising in-

crease was supplemented by the increase in savings and loan interest rates.
The rates contrasted with the amount being paid on savings by the commercial
banks .

?.fust savings

and

loan associations have enjoyed a si:,eetacular

growth in the last rev years.

The savings and loan business baa not had

any trouble keeping pace' with such giant commercial operations as branch
banking.
uniform

Since so

4½%

many

ot the savings

and

loan ti.rm3 are offering a

interest, their campaign for new acoowita are characterized

by giving premiums ranging from tree triJ,S to Havaii to drawing on a nev

Cadillac. Some of the savings and loan associations do not sgrae . Those
that disagree refused to engege in the I,,remium ao.mpetition, ste.t1ng that
"it is not the policy ••••••• t.o ofter merchandise, prizes or I;remiums

of any kind as inducement to the placement of use ot funds ••••••••••• 11
Some commercial banks have increased their advertising expenditures

1Robert Housman, "Advertising Aids tor a Decay," /\dyertising
!a_, Volume XLVII, (December 27, 1962), p. 51.
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to run competing advertising articles, in vhiob there is a noticeable
anisaion of interest rates .

Commercial banks have relied on peroonal

endorsement ot shov business personalities in some instances.
In 60!1)8 of the wetern assoointions, any D8V $500 share-do1,10ait

briJ:lg the holder a 21-inch luggage, an, 1300 deposit, a chrome

and

val.nut

tra,Y, 8.D3 $100 deposit, a picnic thenios . Ona thousand direct mail cards
ottered silver dollars, just tor bringing the card into either ot
branches oftioea.

t1o10

There is a J:;ertum.ed ladies • r oom, because ladies like

i:orrumo; a children's savings window, \11th special steps leading up to the
teller ' s booths

tree

rain bats to the ladies tt it is raining, free n,lons

if they are shopping 1n the vicinity and happen to snag a run, just ask the
teller, says the advertisement.

In Cleveland, an association })rovides a

bulletin board with .free space to clubs, church groups, and civic organizations .

This is for the entire communit7 in case somebody vas overlooked.
The

offering of premium and extra services, like the use

dividened rates and mass advertising arises tram the 1carcit7

relative to the continued high demand for mortgage loan funds .

or

high

or savings
The gilts

are also J.,rompted by the growth policies of different associations and, in
addition allow s-0me indirect flexibility 1n the announced dividen1 or in-

terest rates on savings .

GROWTH AND PROGRESS OF THE INDUSTRY
Savings associations continue to shov gains not only in their

volume

or

business which stems from the exµ.nding economy of tho nation,

but also in the increasingly larger sepent which they occup7 in both the

.
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savings and .laming areas .

The associations accounted tor

,SJ ot

the

196.) combined gain in savings represented by seven media, inol\lding

commercial and savings banks, credit unions, mutual aavinae banko, United
States savings bonds and postal eavingsJ and they were responsible for
58% ot the total tor associations and all banks together.

Siarl.larly-, in

home mortgage tinancillg, associations recorded a little over 41.S ot the
aggregate to achieve an all-time high 1n their relatiYe ~osition.
During 1960, e&Yinga and loan associations originated the

second largest vol1.111e ot mortgage loans ot any 7ear in their histor.r.

The f 14.J billion put on their books was onl160J under the
1959, 2:11, ahead of tba

Vol\1119

peak

rear

or r1..-e 1ears earlier and more than twice

the annual volme dur11'1g the first hail ot the decade ot the 1950'e. 1

Desl)j_te the moderate contraction in the nation' s economic
activity 1i1hicb ws under vay during the latter halt ot 1962, tbe year
an established all- time high 1n the production ot goode and aenices, vith

the gross national product reaching aboYe
in history.

l'ersonal income, the source

t,oo

billion tor the tirst time

ot the vast proFOrtion ot savings

tor tbrit't 1.natitutions also made a nev record 1n 1962 emountil28 to
$404. 2 billion.

This was 5% above the prerloue high ot 1959 and el.moat

$100 billion onr the tigure

ot onl7 tour 7eare earlier. '?he United States

Department ot Commerce reported a ateady rise in quarterl1 ino011e dm-ing

1962, vitb the October-December )'eriod at 1402.3 billion on a nast,nall 7
adjusted a.nnual rate . 2

1

Henry A. Bittner, "Growth Promise in Savings

f2uooo1el World, Volume m1. (A\lg'USt 3, 1963),

and Loan Aseooiat1ons,"

p. 137.
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Hearl7 every phase ot savings and loan operations reveals strong
seasonal variations.

This ti-end from season to season is evidenced 1i1hen

the f'lO'W-funds is analyeed on a monthly or quarterly basis .

For example,

net savings inflow is heaviest in January, June and December; lending
volume 1s largest f'l"am May through August, and loan payments are more or
less ate~ throughout the year.

Ditiency o~ funds 1s seasonally heaviest

in the third quarter• when savings infl0lo1 is lo-wast and demand high; the
excess 1s largest in the fourth quarter, vhen savings are high and loan

closings are leveling off,
Taxes and living costs took $277,8 billion of last year's income,
leaving a personal savings of $26.4 billion,

The latter is a residual,

that is, vbat is left of income atter tax and exi,enditure 1tems have been
taken care ot; and 1 t 1s out of this, over the long run, that the savings

nov to

thrift institutions is maintained.

Per sonal savings 1n 1962 amount ed

to 7 , 5% ot disposable income as compared with 6.9~ in 1961. DuriDg the

pa.st decade the pereentege has ranged

D8ffo,,,ly

trom 6.1% to 7 ,9%.

The

dollar amount of this residual last year, t26.4 billion, ws 13% above that

ot 1960

and more than

tidce that of 1950. 1

For more than a decade savings and loan associations have led
all other savings media with the one exception of commercial banks 1n the
year 19'8, and in each of the years 1955, 1956, 1959, 1960• their net in-

flov exceeded that of' all other over-the-countez savings institutions cooibined, that is, savings and commercial banks, credit unions and postal

1.!lu.11. , p. 1.38.
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savings.

In savings gain for 1962, both the commercial and the mutual

savings banks registered an increase over the relative low of the preceding year•

Hovever, while commercial banks experienced their second largest

savings year, "'1th a net inflow of $4.6 billion, the in.f'l.ov at savings banks

ws less than in any year since 1951. Commercial banks continua to experience the videst Tariation ot any type

or

savings institution in deposits

gain from year to year.
It is to be observed that in the case or the commercial banks,
savings as used here are actually total time deposits of individuals,

partnerships and corporations and they comprise funds vhich are not strictly
comparable with the savings in savings and loan associations. Only periodically are special studies made which reveal savings per distinct tran the

time deposits.

Such data were released by the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation as ot Juno 15, 1962, at wich time savings deposits vero reJ,orted as

$54.S billion

and corporations as

and tbe time deposits of individuals, partnerships

$63.3 billion. This means that timo deposits, which tor

most years are the only clue to savings in commercial banks, overstate the

actual savings, and in 1962 by some 15i.
Credit unions continued their significant gains in savings; at

yeaz end 1962 their share and member deposits, amounting to approximately

$4.9 billion, were $500 million over those of a year earlier. The grovth

or

or $18.2 billion
their gain or $700 million

mutual funds decreased somewhat in 1962, with savings

in terms of net assets at the close ot the year;

during the year was in contrast to $2.7 billion in 1969 and $4.9 billion
in J.958.
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United States savings bonds continued to e~rience net losses,
with redemptions again exceeding sales.

At year end 1962, bonds owned

by individuals amounted to J45.3 billion, re11resenting a shrinkage of
$500 million during the year.

Each fear since 1955 has revealed some net

loss in bonds outstanding. Even more a shrinkage, relatively, has been
under way in postal savings. These deposits "Were down to tsoo million as
of December 31, 1962, from $1 billion a year earlier &nd from their peak

of 13.5 billion 1n 194?. The seven savings media revealed a combined net
savings gain in 1962 or $14.l billion. This represents a 23% increase
over tho pracad.i ng yeer and the highest volume tor a1J3' yoar vith tha one
exception of 1958, 1r1bere a gain ct

t19.4 billion was

last year was more than tour times that

or a

registered. The gain

decade ago. 1

Of tho combined savings gain in 1962, savings and loan aeoociations
accounted for the major aha.re with a proportion of 54!'; all banks together
sharoo with /JI;.

When tho entire decade of th& 1950s is considered,

associations recorded

41:/o ot the aggregate

in gain in savings and an equal

prorortion vas accounted tor b7 ell banks, coJ'lllllercial and savings. Considering savings and loans and all banks in the aggregate, for 19,9, in the

.former report, 56% of the total in contrast to only 41J in 1958. Savings
in the selected media at yaar end 1962 came to f235 .2 billion, six per cent
above tba

previous high ot 1959. Associations alone reJ;orted savings

accounts amounting to $62.2 billion, comprising twenty-eix per cent of the
total and exceeding the previous all-tillle high of twenty-five })Or cent in

1!lwl., p . 140.
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1959.

Only' a decade ago their share vas barel.7 13~ of the aggregate,

Commercial. banks reported savings (time deposits) on December 31, 1962,

in the amount of $76. 5 billion, representing twenty-nine per cent
tote.l.

or

the

Deposits in mutual savinge bank& also attained an all- time high

of i.36.3 billion and accounted for 15j ot the total .
In table 10, the percentage of savings vary.

stable tran 1950 to 1954.

Rates held r oirly

Observing the years 1955 through. 1960, there

was a one-tenth per cent inmease 1n savings accounts at savings and loan

associations tram 1955 to 1956. In 1960, the increase 1n these accounts

ws 2 per cent,

and two previous years then was

.o

per cent and .2 per

cent increase, 1'9spectively.
·California retained first rank in association savings, with

$8.8 billion at the close of 1962. It also led all other states 1n
commercial bank time deposits, reporting $9.2 billion.

The extensive

branch systems which exist in th&~ state afford a means for attracting
savings throughout large areas . There -were also important credit union
gains in California, with the savings or these institutions amountitag to
more than half a billion dollars .

Ohio, vith t5.8 billion, continued to

rank second in association savings, folloved closely by Illinois vith t5.7

billion and llew York with $4.2 billion. As tar savings in mutual savings

banks, ~ew York accounted tor $21.4 billion, or almost three-f'ifths ('9%),
?~sacbusetto 15.8 billion (2.3%) IJJld Connecticut $2.5 billion.

tor

many

As it has

years, Illinois again let in postal savings vitb an aw.egated

balance of $142 million, or 17% of the nation ' s total, at the close ot
tho yee.r.1

1Ernest Henderson, "Meeting the Challenge of Catapulting Growth,"
B;urrpugh Clearing !i2lwl, Volume LXVI, {September 9, 1963) , P• 45,
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TABLE 10
AVERAGE AmlU.U. YIELD Ofl SAVIllGS Di
S~VINGS AKO LOAN lSSOCIATIONS
1

Year

Yield on
Savinss
Accounts in

Yield on

Year

Savings
Accounts in

Savings Asano.

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
19.36

1937
1938
19.39

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

5.3%

Savings Assns.

, .1

1945

3.4
3.~

1948

4.1

3.1
3.2

2. 5%

1946

2.4

1947

2. 3
2. 3
2.3

1949
1q50

2. 5
2.6
2. 7

.3 .5
.3. 5

1951
1952
19,3

.3 ,4

1954

2.9

.3,.3

195.5
1956
1957
1958

2.9
3.0
3. 3

.3 ,1

3 .0
2.9
2 .8

2.8

3. 3
3. 5

1959
196o

1stat1st1ga1 Abstract ~ ~ Upitod

3.7

1

Stgtoa: 1961, p . 455.

One index ot the success ot aeoooiations in attracting savings 1s

tolmd in per capita data, that 1a , eavings intl°"'

in

terma ot population.

In 1962, associations ehowod per capita groos receipts of 8137 as compared
u1tb '82 in 1955 and with onl7 $35 in 1950, The per capita figures t or net

1nflov, which considerably undor those tor gross, have show steadf substantial gains tTm approx:iJlately $10 in 1950 to 142 in 1962. 2
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Another index of the relative nov or saviI!gs is 1n terms or
disfosable personal income, that is, incOJ:10 attar taxes.

in table 2, in l9S9, the gi-oss intlow

or associations

every $1,000 of income; in 1955 it was &50,
$25.

end

Ao is revealed

aounted to $65

101oe.rs ago it -was onl1

Aa between states and localities there la a ver, i.,ide range

or exIn

"°rience in attructing gross receipts relative to disposable income.

1959, Washington, D.

o.,

led the nation -with savings or an 1nfi0ll or $205

i:er $1,000 of income. Then came Florida and Oolilornio., lJhieh have
large increases ill population, vith $1?0 and $106, respect1vel7.
'Wbel"e

tor

had

Ohio,

associations have long enjoye:i the momentum of an early- start, was

fourth with $103 . 1
Again in 1962, savings aesociationtJ registered large gains 1n
their savings operations.

Aa in 1961, the7 achie1"ed tbeae gains not only

because of a genel:'al.17 favorable ~conomic climate but also through betterillg their com,i:,ctitive position,

The extent to 'Which the7 rahed their

proportiou of the financial comnmity•a aggregate

84Vi.nge

inflow. Gross

savings in the amount of alll!ost t25 billioti were attracted b1 enings
e.asociation last year.

Tbiw was a record figure b1 a wide ~arginJ it ex-

ceeded by- 13% the prerlaus peak set in 1959 and

\IQB

almost tive tisncs

the inflow or 19;0. 2
1'he

now

economic strata.

of eaTitlgS to assoeiations eanea t'rom all social and
The typical savings account is evidenced by a po.asbook

in Yhich additions and witbdra'WIUs are ontered no mado.

1 ~ . , p . 112,

2a.nr, A,

Bittner, Q,a•...Qa., P• 138.

Total investments
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can also be made, for vhich certiticates are issued.

Dividends are paid

rogularl7 to so.vers on then investment and somGtimes, in addition
is of"tored tor systemat ic savings .

8

bonus

The aver age balance ot outattmdi?lB

accounts is $2,100, althOUgh n large ~rofortion ot accounts is under the

avorage and numerous accounts are wll over it.
Savings and loan associations remained relativel7 stable as to
the amount of i:,eraonal income handeled dwing the 1933 to 1945 period.

Of

the o,,orago 29 .0 billion dollars per year saved during the 1933 to 1945
1-erio.i, savings and loan associations e.veragod 4 . 2 billion dollars in

accounts .

Thia was about 1~ of the average total sm.ngs competed tor

during this }leriod.

At the beginning of 1951, there were smne 5,900 savings and loan
associations serving nearl7 ever, trading area of the nation. They had

·t otal resources of tl6,500,000,000

and

total balances exceeding $14 billion.

1

over 11, ;00,000 savings accounts with
'
This

wa.s about 126.lJ of total

savings competed for at this tme.

FrOD 1945 to 1957 the public ' s investment
sharos increased at an avernge 15. ~ a year.

1n

savings and loan

In shares ot the public' s

tot3.l aav1ngo, the snvings and loan associat ion now account tor a eol1d

.3.3%. 2
In the past decade alone, tho assets of the nation' s savings aDS
loan associations have jumped wost five told.
billion.

The7 no11 stand at ?~

Thie 1s greater than af'l3 other savings media com1-eting for per-

sonal savings .

When the entire decade ot the 1950 ' s is analyaed, facts

1Hayes Brooks, Qp_.

2nenr;r A.

£11.,

P • 42 .

Bittner, Qi,. Qit., p. 138 .
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revealed that associations recorded 44% ot the aggregate gain 1n savings.
A good case cen be made of ~he outstanding grwth phenomenon ot

the savings and loan association in tho competitive financial world.

Although there rise bas bean less videly used in open invostmonts and trusts ,
tho tact is that since the wu of 1945 savings and loan have increased

tremendously.
The savings and loan association has bocame a powrful financial
institution, partly because it cut deoply into market traditionally sel"V'8d
by commercial banks.

The banks were slov to reoognizo the threat posed

the savings and loan associations, but they are now fighting back..

b7

The

savings and loan relatively a ne~ industry is demonstrating more aggressiveness than its eom.vetitors in attracting funds.

CHAPTER VI
SAVINGS BANKS
Savings banks are the products ot two historical torces, one ot

which operated uniquely to oNate it alone and the other to oreato all
savings institutions .

In the earl1 nineteenth oentUJ:7 or1«1De were simple

savings banks formed to foster thrift among the industrious classes. The7
mirrored perfectly the beliet in virtue ot self-help and embodied their
practical. concern with minimising the financial burden.

In modern times

paternalism has weakened, but the conYiction that thrift is aoci.all7 de-

'

sirable ia still strong within the savings banks.
From the organisation ot the firet savings banks, these in-

stitutions have succesatully weathered panics, wars, the depression times
and have grown 1n sbe and importance 1n the American econom;y.

The savings

banks mobilise funds temporarilJ' not needed but required to be kept 1n
semi-liquid

torms . The distinguishing feature ot a sninga bank is that 1t

receives tram its customers deposits vbich are not subject to P81Jll&nt upon
the witten orders

ot the depositors. Savings banks reserve the right to

require notice tor the vithdra'W&l ot deposits.

The1 do not require or

recognize written orders ot depositors to transfer deposits to others, aa
do the eommenial banks.

In other words, the depositor or his agent must

appear in person at the savings bank to make a vi tbdraval, and he JIIU8t
present a passbook, a certificate

ot deposit, or s1Jlilar record. Its
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.function 1s to gather small savings trm

ll8J>,J'

people and make the combined

amounts available for inYestment.
Another fundamental ditterence between commercial banks and savings
banks should also be noted.
for long periods .

Money 1a commonl,- placed vith savings banks

Deposits in camnereial banks, vhatever theii' origin, are

constantly being used.

The savings bank as commonly understood ie a mutual institution,
conducted w1thout pro.f1t to the managers, uauall7 called "trustees. n The
ownership of the bank is 1.JXvested in tho depositors \lho are in a sense

partners .

This distinguishes aa:vings banks from the commercial banks or

capitalized institutiona, whose ownership is vested

in stockholders.

The

profits of the savings bank belong to the depositors, and are distributed

to them 1n the form ot intereet at stated intenals•
carried into surplus.

positors as a group.

and

the remainder is

This surplus 1s held tor the protection ot the de-

In the table following is rnaaled the savings

accounts of 1.Ddividuals 1n savinga banks.

SAVINGS BANK'S COMl'ETITORS
The highly competitive environment that makes it difficult both
to obtain funds and then to use them profitablJ 1a a large probl• ot tbo
savings bank:B .

The savings banks are also faced vith the eue ccnpetitive

squeese and similar problems of maintaining grovth and prof1tabll1t1 aa
the other tinflncial inetitutions .

In some instances, becauae of their

specialised nature, their competitive problems are nan more dittioult.

than thoae of the other tinancial institutions.
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There has been only' increases in the eavui,e accounts ot individual
held by savings banks.

During the period, 1940 to 1955, the amount ot in-

crease ranged from $5,000 million to $8,000 million in the titteen 1ears.
It mq be observed further in the next five
by e.n avere~e

,-ears, sn1ngs accounts

grew

ot 12,000 million a rear except tor 1962, vben an increase ot

$3,054 million occurred,

TABLE 11
lNVESTMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS

1N SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN
SAVINGS BANlCS
(In million ot dollars) 1

Year

1929
1930
1933
1935
1940

Investment

8,797
9,384

9,506
9,829

10,618

1945

15,332

1955

28,113

1958
1959

33,993
34,934

1950

196o
1961
1962
1Federal Reserve

20,002

36,343

38,280

41,334

1

pu110t1n, Volume LXII, December, 1962, p. l.4ll.

This does nothing to allerlate the ditticulties the eavinga ban.ks
taca in obtaining dei;osits funde and f'indina profitable uaea tor them, but
it does explain the motivation ot the banks' major oompetitora. With the
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savings bank now trying to gain a foothold in person loans, small busineH
lending, and other areas that tormerl7 were the exclusive province ol the

commercial bank, an understanding ot what is driving eavings institutions
into these programs should be ot value.

The savings banks found that they could not depend on demand deposit expansion as a sure method of growth.

The Federal Reeene was

restricting bank reserve positions in its efforts to prevent 1.nnation,
and

this 1n turn me.de it impossible for ee.Vings banka to expand demand

deposits beyond the limits desired by the money- 1118Jlagere.
As statistical proot ot the inability to make demand deposit
growth satisfactoey, during the decade

or

the 1950's, while the gross

national product rose bJ almost soj, financial institutiona demam deposits
1
were a'ble to grcn., by only 21%. To the savings banks this new interest
ot the commercials 1n time

and

savings depoaite provided• 1tronger competi-

tion for the saver' s dollar than they had faced a t ~ time 1n recent history.
It made their competitive endromaent much more ditticult on the savings aide.
The demands for funds wre still strong 1n the late 1950s and UJ"l7 1960s
\Jhen the COCWler eial started seeking savings deposits in earnest. The eaTinga
institutions would oanpete tor savings qgreaeivel.7, knowing the1 still could
use protitablJr the savings tunds they attracted.

Faced with more competition both tor sffinga am tor mortgages,
John 0'Lear;y asked the question,~ don' t the savings banks just accept

a slover growth rate and wait for the home construction period of the late
111. w. Cook, •Consumers' Propensities to Bold Liquid Aaaets,n
Journa1 Rf. ~ American Stotietical Asaooiation11 Volume LV, (September, 1963)
p. 4£i:J .
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196o•s, when new expansion 1n demand tor their aone7 should undoubtedly
1
develop?" To some extent, this is the approach that is being taken. Just
as mBn7 commercial banks recognize that in their territories the alternative
to meeting the competition tor savings JD87 not be size stability but actual
shrinkage, J11aD3 savings banks also recognize that tbe7 must seek savings no
matter how hard it is to invest the mone7. Otherwise their eise lllSJ' shrink
and

operational costs per dollar ot assets will rise.

In addition, being mutual institutions

1n the

main, i.f' they tail

to grow of it they shrink in size, their whole :n,ason tor being will be threat-

enad s for the7 are non-pro.tit orgenio.tions vhose success 18 measured by the
public's desire tor their aenices. l'inal.17, faced vith the added profits
aqueege that the new taxes on mutual savings institutions have brought, the7

recognize that even it the7 earn less on saTings

funds

than formerly, u

long as they earn something over end abare the cost ot the mone7, it vill
help meet the rising costs ot operation and new tax burdens,
While insquit7 clearly exists and it is usetul to roous attention
on it, extremists on both aides are likely to be disap1J01nted. Willia P.
Bogia bas said1

Tax rniaion vill not ruin the mutuals; it will not reduce
savings and cause 1.ntlation, u has been predicted. It
may not even divert the flaw o! 11avinas eigniticantl.J, it
at all because other tactore in saTinga competition among
instit;tiona appear as signiticant as the tax tactor.2
For example, over the decade 1949-59• ca:ameroial bank tille depoaita rose

83' yhile mutual savings bank deposits rose Slj. That is the relatively

Editor

1Jobn 0'Le8l7 "Savings Banks Problems in the United States Todq,•
JU:l&i, Publighgr,'Volume XCIII, (June 11, 1963), p. 18.

2w1111am P. Bogie, "Attracting Savings Dollars," CfflfttQiol,

i1nangial, Chronicle, Volume CIC, {January 9, 1963), p. 217.
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heavily taxed cammercial

banks

had a elightl7 higher rate ot increase 1n

time deposits than did the very lightl7 taxed mutual savings banks.
PREVEIITION OF GROWTH

One great strength of tbs American tree-ent.rpriae economy is its
e.da:ptabilit7 to change, to changed needs

or

its blvers to ohar\ged tech-

nologies of its 1-1rodu.cers. It is C<IIUDOn to list in detail old products
-which have disappeared, new products which have appeared,

and

changes in

ways ot doing thiDgs.
Otten overlooked in an accounting ot the changed output, of the
econ0Jll7 is the Ohanging product mix ot the fi.Danoial sector. Accol"dillg
to S. R. Roggistona

Economic gro\lth and rising stande.Ns ot liYing hue created
an entirely new market tor the senices ot financial institutions-the maaa market ot the awrage household. The
increasing complexit7 ot ecoD.O'lllic life baa created a demand
for more involved and intricate financial senicee.1
The 1.ngenuitJ ot members ot the financial communit7 itself,

eqm.111\ent suppliers, baa provided nev

'W&,78

and

tboir major

ot pertOl'llling old task.a.

All major tinano1al imttitutions have shared 1o thiB process ot
adapting to change, but to va17ing degrees.

vhich aJ,ipears to have changed least

1a

The financial institution

the mutual eavinga bank. M. Moselle

Because ot savings banks' apparent lack ot adaptabll1t7,
or inabilit7 to adapt there are qusstiona ot the Tiaabilit7 ot this institution u a distinctive type ot
tinanoial intormediary. There have been elJggestiona
made that savings banks simpl7 oeese to exist, aelllng

1s. R. Roggiston, "lm,l)l'oving the Competition tor Funds,"

Economiate, Volume LXXV, (April, 1962), p. 19.
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their assets to other types ot institutions, and proposal
of radical ohaniee 1n savings banka, such as conversion

to joint-stock ccmipaniee, perhaps to comneroial banks.1

Both types

or recommendations

assume that savings banks are obsolete.

Savings bankers and man,y others do not agree vith the ebovo stateBarry V• Olde stated2 11The7 are increasingly re-cncaufo:fng the 1n-

ments.

dustr;y Is role 1n the financial s1stem. 112 This re-examination is ccapelled

not only by the savings banks' need for adaptability, but also by the relative decline 1n their growth rate, 'and by growing trends that iJould make
it even more ditfioult tor se:rings bank to compete. An account is aiven

tor savings banks' deposits in table 11.
The mutual organisations remain close to their original J.Ul'fOSea,

eatisfJ'ing growth needs along these restricted lines. Commercial banks,
on the other hand, have satisfied and exploited tlie major nev demands tor
additional and. expanded household .financial services, and ban even developed

sacte thrilt-related business. Some have argued that the reaaona tor carzmercial banks greater opJ,Ortuniam has been that tbe7 are protit-eeeki.Jlg institutions.

There are; or may be some truth 1n this assertion, but two recent

develol,Cente cast doubt upon it.
and

The recent l,lhenomenal growth ot sn1ng1

loan associations suggests that those mutual institutions are often aa

op,1>0rtunistic and enterprising as the protit-eeeld.na camneroial banks.

The

second develo}lllent is the rapid growth ot credit unions, also non-protitseeking, suggests unfill ed noeds on the part ot houaeholds tor certain t7lJ8a

ot financial aanices, esJ,eeially tor personal loans. The grovth ot these
1M. Moeelle, "Flow ot funds,• h4orol Ro1tm
(January, 1964), p. 108.

v.

Bulletin,. Volume L,

Olde, "Mutual Savings Bank EX}.,anaion Jund Eatabl1ehed,"
Burrp;ue}ia Clear1Pf lkwo, Volume J.LV, (June, 1961), F· 16.
2Harr.r
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1'ABLE 1 2

AVERAGE ANN'W.L YIELD ON SAVINGS
IN MUTUAL SA.VINOS BANKS
•

Yield on
Year

Savings De1>osits
i n Mutual
Savings

Year

Banke

1930
1931
1932
19.33
1934
19.35

1945

1946
1947

19'8

2.7

2.5

1937

1939
1940
1941
19/~

1.9

1.8

1944
1

2.0
2.1

19;5
19'6

2.0

1943

1950

1954

1.9
1.9

2.4
2.,
2.6
2.7
2.8

1s•,7

J.O

19,S

.3. 1
.3. 2

19S9
l96o

statieticQl Abstract

1. 7
1.?
1 .8

l .9

1952
195.3

2. 2

1. 7%

1949

19'1

2.4
2 •.3

19.38

Yield on
Savings DeJi08its
in MutWll
Savings
Banks

4. 5%
4.4
4.0
3.4
3.l

1936

1

J.6

'1

Qt. i1I.Sl United §tateo• 1961, P• 455.

small tinancial inetitutions test1t1ea to both the failure ot 11J!IUtual u in-

stitutiona to ful.tlll clear family needs, and to bo important or dU'ferential
goveJ':mllent restriction in inhibiting some and encOUl'Bging othera omong
various types ot financial institutions.

In the latter connection• it 1a

vorth,y of note that unlike moat other hlstitutiona, the accounts of oredit

unions are not cOYered

by

doposit ins1Jr&J'loe3 tt.!'lt unlike mutual

eo.vings
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banko, credit unions may make personal loans on a c.ash basis or for the

purchase ot durable goods and even housos; credit ·unions nro eligible for

Federal as well as state charters;

and

that they enjoy tax advantages over

the other types of financial institutions.

The evidence implies that both in the past and in tho present there

have been financial needs mutual savings banks could have f'ul.tilled or helped
f'u.11"111, and that their failure to do so has had much to do with their declining role.

FrOJll the standpoint ot the com~onent banks various eup~orting arguments
are prosanted
J oµrna1 ~

tor

a national syetom of mutual savings institutions.

Cgeree,

I.l:w,

supporting the idea, has said:

"As a dual system it would f1nd more listeners among lalolllla.kers,
powr to expand into nev territory, greater operating pr1vlleges,
and hence more opportun.i ty to earn more for depositors, in short
a chance to grow by other means than lifting itself by its bootstraps. 111

Ir existing savings banks have the power to chango from eto.to to F&deral
charoctera, they ;probably would not do so hurriedly, but the powr to do eo
vould impress on state banking authorities that they cannot indotinitely
doey savings banks the privileges their com1Jetitors enjoy. Federal charter-

ing would stimulate improved otate administration and enactment ot laws to
make state chartering easier.
CONVERSION OF SAVINGS BANKS

Mutual saTiJlgs banks were started 1n the United States as quasi1,;hilanthropic institutions for the small aaver. They were encouraged

1Kenneth MacFarlane, "Sav1.nga Banke Problems in the United States
Today, 11 ,JoJUWl 9t. C9PPD,rcg, Volume CXCII (August 11, 1962), p. 558.

as a matter ot public policy, and the

savings

the1_generated performed a

vital role in providing the communit7 vith mortgage funds .

As

8

group, they

nov command t44-billion 1n assets .1

Tw years ago 1n Cleveland, a

savings bank

formally departed tram those

ranks because its president thought there wre not enough room tor savings
banks to grow in modern-ciay banking.

As earl,- as the 19.30s he concluded

that grovth opportunity tw savings banks vould be limited. Shel Hershorn
quotes the president, "Savings banks would increasingly- be squeezed between
2
ccmimercial banks and savings and loan assoc1ations. "
The postwar developnant in sa'rings and loans and the developnent of

"department store" banking did increase the savings banks' growth. Despite
the fact that their assets have more than doubled 1n the past titteen years,
savings banks have done no more than hold their own 1n the battle tor savings,

with a little more than llJ ot the total.3
In Ohio, the savings banks were losing their positions. For a time,

in the case mentioned above, the president ot this savings bank were content
to expand into as many- lvmldng services as the state banking lav could per-

mit,

wt

finally- he deo1ded to take large steps into commercial banking.

The mutual savings banks can put only &J'I, ot its assets into mortgages, and
this vas not enough to compete vith sa-vings and loan associations, "Which

could put more and thllB get the earnings to otter higher incentive tor savers .
1Lloyd s,.dne7, "The other Branch Bankers," ~gopgmift, Volume !CV,
(June 29, 196.3), p. 177.
2shel Herehorn, "Old Mutuals Bank Quits the Ranks," BJM,w,aa !Uk,
Volme MXCI, (September 8 1 1962), p. 92.
3t1o,d, Sydne7, ~ . Qa. , p. 177.
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The sa..-ings banks are acquiring vith advantages along with their
losses. '?he7 are tr,ing to detain competition tran savings and loan

.

associations and ccxmnercial banks while exploring ways to obtain national
c~ers, and expand bey-ond the eighteen states in which they now operate.
The departure ot the oldest savings bank west of the alleghe117 Mountain
boceme a. sensational injU17 tor these institutions. This move we greatly

criticised by bankei,, o_t the mutual sarlngs eociet7.
Despite the criticism, a number ot mutual savings bankers still
harbor thoughts

or

converting into a stock operation. By the same token,

there are commercial bankers, who would be pleased to have a large savings
bank's mortgage porttolio.
Conversion of mutuals into oommer~ial banks or mergers bet-ween
commercial and mutuals appears to be a retired issue in Bew York, Conuect1o~t
and Massachusetts.

In New York, the state bank!ng department se;ye it vould

be illegal under present statutes

tor such a conversion to take place, and

state banking authorities as they would oppose legislation designed to
permit conversion.

One rea.son tor their reluctance is the special statue

ot surplwses the mutuals ~ve built. The mutuals are allowed to set up,
out ot earnings, s tax-tree reserve equal to 1~ ot total deposits. In

practice, this has amounted to Tirtual tax exemption.
6TilroLA.TION OF SAVINGS

The National Association ot Mutual Savings Banks stresses that:

nWhere savings

banks

exist, the ratio ot savings to personal income in

local institutions is higher than elee'Wbere.

A dual s,stem ot

savings banks,
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it adds, should strengthen the system of checks

creasing the tlow ot savings

and

and

balances, 'Whilo in-

spreading it more evenly over the nation. 111

Their report implied but did not demonstrate a serio\28 or general absence
of competition 1n the 32 states where there are not any savings banks.
Arguing against the recommendation is the intense comfetition existing
across the nation among commercial banks and between other f'inancial. institutions .

It vas asserted: The diminished concentration ot commercial

banks deposits in the nation during the past few deoa.des 1s a clear sign ot
increased campetition. 2
The large number ot banking and other financial institution offices
1n the nation is cited by opponents of the proposal as evidence that no

community able to supJ.,Ort more than one financial institution
obtain more.

1s

unable to

It is believed that a small communit1 not now having a

tinancial institution would be better served by a cc:rmnercial

bank

having savings f'acilities than eimpfy by a mutual savingB bank.

or branch

Statistics

on population and the number o~ ott1cee of financial institutions shov very
little dif'terences between the eighteen states vith mutual eavings banking
and

the other thirty-two states. In recent years ot growth the nwbar ot

offices ot tinanoial institutions has exceeded the rate ot population growth.
Even in the eighteen savings bank states, as a group, the mutual

savings banks have progressed slower than their competitors in number of
eavings accounts and total sa'Yings deposits on a nationvide baais, although,
three~ the eighteen states were exceptions .

On the \lhole the data do not

indicate a shortage of financial tacilities or an unusual demand tor savinge
benk

facilities .
1s. R. Roggiston, Q.2. Qa., p. 19.
2
1)u4. , p . 20.
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The recommendation,. it adopted, will stimulate conventional mortgage
lending.

Arguing to the contrary io the decided preterencoe vhich savings

banks have show

tor

FHA and VA mortgages.

The1 habitually have a larger

proportion of their residential mortgage portfolios in such paper than do
coi::eeNial banks end savings

91:'i

loan association,

Apart from this is the

tact that ccmiercial banks have latterl7 become 1ncr~asingly interested in
conventional mortgages.

The recommendation that mutual savings banks

be

Federall1 chartered

is accompanied b7 evidence that this step would improve the banking .facilities
in soma communities.

small

Communities vhioh presently lack bank facilities are

and their n68ds might be better served b7 establishment of a commercial

bank or branch providing a variety

ot financial services, inoluding savings

facilities, than by the services a new savings

Ver, te-w communities ot

aey

size

bank could otter.

today lack

the mortgage lending

facilities of savings and loan associations e:JJii/or commercial banks. This
tact, added to the savings banks I preference tor FHA end VA mortgages ,
suggests the unlikelihood that adoption ot th& recOI1111ondation mentioned

above would greatl7 encourage conventional mortgage lending. Consideration
of this pr-oposal todq must take into account as well the suggestion heard
of late that Federal savings and loan associations be I,iermitted to convert
into savi.Dge banks.

smMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper the writer bas discussed some of the methods soma
f':inancul institutions attempt to use to secure personal savings

,1,-ublic. The government regulates all

or these

or

the

institutions operations to

somo extent. It has been pointed out that both advantages

and dis-

adv!liltages are held by each of these institutions . All of the discussed
financial institutions assert that the ~ttera enjo7 benefits and privileges

uhioh the1 unfortunately do not.
By

keeping individual banks strong

and by

maintaining competition

emong banks• bank supervision helps to maintain an adequate and resfonaive
banking system.

This contributes to the oftect1ve tunotioning of eaonom.ic

processes. The nation needs a responsive banking system in which l'.he public
has full contid.ence.

In all communities todq there 1s some tn,e of financial institutions
\Ibero one can place his money and receive a reasonable maount ot inteNst .

The money placed in these inst1tutiona is 1-rotected. This being true•
- '
.
the witor be1ieves all ~rsons who have a Poi:tion ot his income available
to save 'Will place it in one ot the in.etitutions discussed.

It der,,onds upon

an individual's personal desire aa to which institutions choson.
These financial institutions are needed by the people of brica.

The managers and/or owners have continuously improved the operations ot
their institutions.

S:;imo etforts havo grown out

and the competition existing among the
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or

the c.emands trcm savers

savings institutions.
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From 1920 to 1930, personal savings increased each year.
vas reversed. in 1931 and did not cb.aD8e until 1924,

The growth

Gradually', savings··

began to rise • A very large amount was placed in savings between the yeare
1942 and 1944. The amount was twice as much as it was only five 1ears before
1942. Personal savings have not declined in gro-wth since 1933.

The difference

fran 1eer to year has increased of varying shes. The range is trom three
billion doll ars to two billion dollars with an average of about ten billion
dollars •

The commercial banks have the largest portion of these savings

folloyed by savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks, credit unions
and postal savings.

In 1960 commercial banks figures exceeded the savings

and l~an associations by $1,169. 3 billion.

Postal savings has the smallest

amount ot savings, $835. 7.
Today, savings and loan associations pay the highest rate or savings

to individuals.

These institutions have actively endeavored to acquire

these savings.

They have expanded very rapidly during the last decade .

The

population is rising on the West Coast and they are becoming to be located
more 1n this area.
personal savings .

COJmDercial banks still possess the largest amo\Ult ot
These banks are located all over the etates.

In some

communities, the commerc1al ·banks 1s the only financial institutions in that

area.

As show. by the findings in the toregoing, these broad generaliHtions are made. The tuture tor most ot these institutions looks bright. Dua
to the population grovth and increasing incme, there vill be more people
savings.

It 1s believed that eventuall1 postal savi?l8S vill cease to exist

and be convert with some other government institutions.

Credit Unions
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savings in term of dollars are small, but their membership is \lbat gives

them their position. The mutual savings banks because ot location vlll
continue to be faced with their limitations .

It is believed that govern-

mont -will function so that the co.rmnercial be.nka vill ali.,qs exist and continue to progress at about the same rate as the7 do nov.
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API'ENDIX I
MlllMUM INTEREST RATES PAYABLE
OH TIME DE.POSIT$.i

(l'er cent per annum)

Tyr..es or Deposit

Savings deposits

Nov. l,
1933
Jan. 31,
1935

Feb. l,
1935
Dec. 31,

3

2t'

~

3

2l;

2!-

Postal savings

deposits

1935

Jan. 1,
)936Doc. )1,
1956

Jan. l,
1957,
Doc. 31,

1961

3

Other time

depooits ~ablo
in 6 montba
or more

.3

3

'

in 90 ~
to 6 months

3

2i-

2

3

~

l

in less than
90 da,ys
1Federal. R~i,erve

l

Bulletin, Voluma LWI, Decenibor, 1962, p . 1424.
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APPENDIX I I

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN SELECTED
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
(In million of dollars)1

Year

Total

Savings and

Loan Aesns.

1929

47,206

1930
1933
1935

48,30/+
.41,113
45,614
59,383

Banks

Posto.l
Savings

Credit
Unions

37
37
36

9,:384

4, 750

9,506

19,165
18,647
10,979

4, 254
4.322

9,829

12,899

10,618

15, 403

15,332

29 ,929
35,200

28,113
29,985

46,.331

1,990

2,447

48,525

1,720

2,914

31,652

53, 751

J.,401

3~,993

60,020

1,212

3.3Es2
3,870

34,9.34

62,949

36,290

67, 500

1,016
836

4,438
4,950

lJ6,44S

1950

1?6,360

7;.%5
13,992

1955

235. 056

32,142

1956

U.S,/1:h

37,148

1957
1958
1959
l96o

262,489

41,912
47,976
54,583

295,525
313,535

Commercial

6,237
6,296

1940
1945

281, 389

Mutual
Savings

62,154

8,?97

20,002

169

250
1, 229
1 , 229
1,342
3, 013
3,035

47

235
400
901

1
1Su;:vex et. current Buainoss, Al:lgCSt, 1962, p . 37.

~

0

Vt

APPEBDll Ill
SAVllfGS 1N SELECTED MEDlA, BY STATES IN 1960
(In million of dollars)

$tate

Savings
Aseus .

Mutual

Commercial

Savings

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

Calltornin

Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware

$

•

60.9

234. 7

5?8.5
43 .l
345.9

278.S
8 , 810. 3

9,243.6

~-7
8.2
519 . 4

510. 2
~r/ . 2

ff:) ..9
109 .7

13. 0

725.8

6rfl.7
43.4

Georgia

953 . 6

BaVl111
Idaho

l.13.2

India?l4

$

423. 0

Dist rict at Col'Utlbia 1,0')6.5
Fl.orida
2,904.9

lllinoie

Credit
UnioDS

Banke

(Time Dep.)

Banks

157.2
5,749.8
l,629.5

2137.9

2,516.1
159.7

133.0
339 .8

l.72.4

689.3
21.3 . 5
2Z'/ .l.

57.2

4/:72.3
1,4.33.7

5.3

1, 712. 1

0.2
2 • .3

.386. 2

.3b0. 0

1.41.6
40. 5

103. 6

48.2

661.8

52.6
19.5

MicMcan
Minneaota

Miaaiaaippi

56o.8

5,?92.7

668 .0
?43.9

58-1

48. 2

34.4

200.6

l,3'70.7

1,752.1
1,409.8

.380. 0
ll8. 8

265.6

.314. S

16.4

1 ,6?8 .3

320. 8

61. . 9

613.5
588. 3
18,616. 8

11.0

4?1.5
471.5

1 ,893.8

13. 4

43. 5

l , 071 . 6

58. 2
59 • .3
9.6

920 .0

1,282.8

3. 2

•

4,197.8

728.0

Maeyland
Maaaachuaetts

0. 5

7. 8

?16.2

276.3

9. 2

27. 0

4.6

72. l
9J. 5

I0\111

415.0

$

Total.

1, 316. 2
3,833 • .3
3.U. 2
1,516. 2

Kanaan
Xentuoq
Louiaia:oa
Maine

834.7
8)9.2
92 .1

Post al
Savings

10.3
10. 6

0.5

30.8
lJ. 2

13 .2

4.9

0.8

l.l
13.9
53.9

16.7
2. 3

.396. 2
11,223 .7

3, 264. 5

l,7J6.9
1,249 .1
1,249. 1
1,558 . 5
80.3.?
2,'547 .6
8, 644.9

5,864. 3

3, 236.8

598. 9

....
°'
0

APPENDIX III -Con-tinued
St.ate

Savil:lge

Asens.

Mutual
Savings

(Tilne Dep.)

Donks

Missouri
Montana
Nebraslca.

NeYada

Bw Ilompahire

Nev Jersey
New Mexlco

Nev York

Barth Carolina
Nortb Dakota
Ohio
Oklah0111a
Oregon
Penns;ylvar.J.a

Fuerto Rico
Rhode loland
South Carolina
South Dakota

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vemont
Virginia
'\lashington
\lest. Virginia

Credit
Uniono

Postal

117.7

2.3. 7

11.5

5.3
14.6
0. 7
0.7

1,570.6
ll6.5

1,286.9

420.2
78 .8

213.2

32.4

u.o.o

543.3

lSl.O
· 11.2.4

11.6

2,~2B.2
159.7

1,34'1.2

4,232.0

24,0.8

21,435.9

5,767.9
65J.S
498.l
3,374.2
68.6
2.35.0
572.~

27.8

42.9

2,090.0
5()6.5

74.8

664.2
2,222.0
:a93 . 8

38.9
619.9
1 . 132. 0

195.4
1,516.3

204.3

15. 6
2• .3
40.4

225.5

l.2.8

5 •.e

4,100.2

234.9

41!,0.7

45.7
Q>.6

38.8
10.s
9 .6
52.1

3,012..3
150.8
7,613.5
61.9.3

1,23'7.3
174.l

l l.9 . 8

:381 ."1

'1.8

103.0
19.l
31.8

775.2
4,8ll.4
l.99 .13

187.l

36o.2

59.5

169.2
122.5
976.8
2,033.6
345.0
246.0
1,154.9
879;5

4ro.2
1,861.1

25.5
Wioconoin
2:1.a
\lyomi;s
1Fgd.Qfl:l, J3oqoryo Bn)letiQ" Vol ume 62, Docember. 1962, p . 1407.

:a.u.,

17.6

9.6

9.9
?9.9
248.2
42.2
3 _g
35.8

Totol

Savinga

!9. 0

2,998 .9
374.1
680 .I.
238. 3
8.38. 0

7,006. 3

3.31 .9
33,526.1
1,907.4
4J,a . 2

10,169 . 6

1,190.4
1,366~4

3.7

10,515. 0
'-89.7

1.0

1,162.2

17.9
9 .2

?69.4
.316.4
1,728 •.3

7.4
'n.6
0.9
0 .1

4.5

95.5

17.2

12.2
1'74.4

.3.9
26.9

~-~

l.~

4,.5.32 •.3
681.9
400.6
1,815.l
2,505.9
631.7

3,604.2

~~.-:

....
0

...:,

